
Abstract 

GOYAL, AMIT. Computer Simulation Studies of Self-Assembly of Dipolar and 
Quadrupolar Colloid Particles. (Under the direction of Carol K. Hall and Orlin D. 
Velev). 
 

Colloidal particles with directional interactions that self-assemble into pre-defined 

structures have the potential to serve as the foundation for a new generation of micro- 

and nano-structures of remarkable complexity and precision. Dipolar colloid particles 

tend to align end-to-end and self-assemble into variety of micro- and nano-structures 

ranging from co-crystals of novel symmetry, to open networks (gels) of cross-linked 

chains of particles. Quadrupolar colloid particles also tend to self-assemble in a wide 

variety of structural motifs including sheets, tubes and shells depending upon external 

conditions. We use molecular dynamics computer simulation to explore the self-

assembly, structure, crystallization and/or gelation of systems of colloid particles with 

permanent dipole moments or quadrupole moments immersed in a high-dielectric 

solvent. Particle-particle interactions are modeled with discontinuous potentials in 

order to take advantage of discontinuous molecular dynamics (DMD), a fast 

simulation technique that is very computationally efficient.  

We first calculate the phase diagram in the temperature-packing fraction plane of 

a monodisperse system of dipolar colloid particles using DMD. Several types of 

phases are found in our simulations: ordered phases including face centered cubic 

(FCC), hexagonal close packed (HCP) and body centered tetragonal (BCT) at high 

packing fractions, and fluid, string-fluid and gel phases at low packing fractions. The 

very low volume fraction gel phases and the well ordered crystal phases are 

promising for advanced materials applications. 

We then extend our analysis to a binary mixture of dipolar colloid particles. Phase 

diagrams for an equimolar binary mixture of dipolar colloid particles with different 

diameter ratios and different dipole moment ratios are calculated in the temperature-

volume fraction plane. These systems exhibit six distinct phases: isotropic fluid, 

string-fluid, gel, FCC, HCP, BCT, and ten coexisting phases:  Fluida + String-fluidb, 



Fluida + Gelb, String-fluida + Gelb, Gela + BCTb, FCCa + FCCb, FCCa + HCPb, FCCa + 

FCCb+ Fluid, HCPa + HCPb, BCTa + BCTb, BCTa + BCTb + large voids, depending 

upon size ratio and dipole moment ratio. An interesting aspect of these phase 

diagrams is the appearance of co-crystals containing large and small dipolar colloid 

particles. Even more interesting is the appearance of two unique bicontinuous gel 

structures - the first gel consists of two independent but interpenetrating networks of 

cross-linked chains formed by particles with high dipole moment and chains formed 

by particles with low dipole moment. The second type of gel consists of a network of 

cross-linked chains formed by particles with high dipole moment; particles with low 

dipole moment form a sheath around the chains. Such bicontinuous gels may have 

unusual rheological and transport properties such as multiple yield stresses and 

multiple percolation temperatures and could form the basis of a new class of soft-

solid materials with unique properties and multiple applications.  

We also explore the structure formation of systems of colloid particles with 

permanent quadrupole moment. We introduce a simple quadrupole-quadrupole 

discontinuous potential model that gives rise to the self-organization of surface and 

tubular structures. We find that the discrete rotational symmetry of a quadrupolar 

particles gives rise to extended two-dimensional sheet or surface structures that 

preserve the local symmetry within the organized structure. A new type of anisotropic 

colloid particle is introduced having a displaced quadrupole moment with a unique 

symmetry; systems comprised of these particles form tubular structures. Our 

simulations predict optimal conditions for making tubes of specific diameter and 

length out of quadrupolar colloidal particles; this might eventually be a route to the 

formation of high quality tubes. 
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 

 

1.1   Motivation 

The search for new functional materials with precise and reconfigurable nano- 

and meso-scale reproducible structures is a major theme of current science [1]. Self-

assembly provides a route for “bottom up” fabrication of such structures [2]. 

Anisotropically interacting particles particularly dipolar and quadrupolar particle are 

of particular interest in this regard because they can be expected to form complex 

structures with novel properties [3]. The type of structure observed is ultimately 

governed by the energetic interactions between the particles. The question arises as 

what structures are favored by what interactions, and whether interactions can be 

chosen or manipulated in order to produce a particular target structure. The scientific 

community’s desire to provide definitive answers to these questions is growing 

stronger as new methods for exerting control over the shape and nature of the 

interactions between molecular and colloidal building blocks are developed. The 

motivation for seeking deeper understanding in these areas is, of course, the desire to 

design novel materials and supramolecular structures with unusual and useful 

properties.  

Computational researchers have been trying to understand the principles of self-

assembly with a view towards learning how to harness it for the creation of new 
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nanostructures. As pointed out by many authors, inspiration for this idea comes from 

the vast array of self-assembled structures that we observe in living matters including 

pseudo one-dimensional filaments, two-dimensional membranes, tube-like channels 

and pores, and shell-like capsules. The most likely candidates for self-assembled 

nanostructures are those based on non-spherical particles or anisotropically 

interacting particles [4]. Kinetic considerations are crucial for successful self-

assembly, the most important requirements for target structures are that they are 

energetically stable and kinetically accessible. The logical starting point is therefore 

to design building blocks with attractive and/or repulsive sites in geometries which 

are compatible with target structures. Three dimensional structures, such as crystals, 

percolated gels, sheets, as well as discrete objects, such as tubes, could be produced 

this way. 

Anisotropic interacting particles can be fabricated by inducing a non-uniform or 

asymmetric charge distribution in particles that remain neutral overall [5]. Such 

particles are ideal building blocks for the assembly of long-ranged ordered structures 

with increasing complexity and novel properties [6]. For example, dipolar colloidal 

particles, which have one positive and one negative charge, tend to form chains in 

which dipoles align head to toe. Quadrupolar colloidal particles, which have two 

positive and two negative charges, tend to assemble into two-dimensional sheets or 

tubular structures, depending on the orientation and location of the charges [7].  

This thesis describes research aimed at using molecular simulation techniques to 

develop an understanding of the phase behavior and structure formation of stimuli-

responsive materials containing dipolar or quadrupolar colloid particles. We use 

molecular dynamics computer simulation to explore the self-assembly, structure, 

crystallization and/or gelation of monodisperse and bidisperse systems of colloid 

particles with permanent dipole moments or quadrupole moments immersed in a 

high-dielectric solvent.   
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1.2   Overview 

In this section, we summarize the remaining chapters of this thesis. All chapters 

contain their own literature review and bibliography. 

Chapter 2 describes our results for the monodisperse system of dipolar colloid 

particles. We use discontinuous molecular dynamics computer simulation to calculate 

the phase diagram in the temperature-packing fraction plane for systems of colloid 

particles with permanent dipole moments immersed in a high-dielectric solvent. In the 

limit of zero dipole moment, hard-sphere phase behavior is recovered. At high dipole 

moments, several different types of phases are found including face centered close 

packed (FCC), hexagonal close packed (HCP) and body centered tetragonal (BCT) 

crystal phases at high packing fractions, and fluid, string-fluid and gel phases at low 

packing fractions. The effects of temperature, concentration and dipole moment 

strength on the assembly process are explored in order to obtain the full phase 

behavior. We also explore the effect of location of the dipole moment in a particle by 

displacing the two charges from the center of the particle. A simple dipole-dipole 

potential is introduced to model the particles with displaced dipole moment; these 

systems self-organize into “colloidal molecules”. In our simulations we find dimers, 

trimers and tetramers at large angles of displacement and five- to fifty-particle rings 

at small angles of displacement. Simulations of the self-assembly of these model 

particles are performed using discontinuous molecular dynamics  (DMD), a very 

rapid alternative to traditional molecular dynamics (MD), in which the forces on the 

particles are calculated only when discontinuities in the potential are encountered.  

Chapter 3 describes our results for the binary system of dipolar colloid particles. 

We calculated the phase diagrams of an equimolar binary mixture of dipolar colloid 

particles with different diameter ratios and different dipole moment ratios in the 

temperature-volume fraction plane. We show how the phase diagram changes upon 
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varying the sizes of the two species as well as their dipole moments. These systems 

exhibit six distinct phases: isotropic fluid, string-fluid, gel, FCC, HCP, BCT, and ten 

coexisting phases:  Fluida + String-fluidb, Fluida + Gelb, String-fluida + Gelb, Gela + 

BCTb, FCCa + FCCb, FCCa + HCPb, FCCa + FCCb+ Fluid, HCPa + HCPb, BCTa + 

BCTb, BCTa + BCTb + large voids depending upon size ratio and dipole moment 

ratio. Two novel aspects of our results are the appearance of a bicontinuous gel 

consisting of two interpenetrating networks − one formed by chains of particles with 

high dipole moment and the other formed by chains of particles with low dipole 

moment, and co-crystals of large and small dipolar colloid particles. The bicontinuous 

gel and co-crystal phases found in our simulations are promising for advanced 

materials applications. Our results suggest that judicious choice of particle diameters 

could lead to the formation of very large co-crystals without defects and grain 

boundaries. Thus, the use of a binary system of dipolar particles instead of a 

monodisperse system may be the route to the formation of high quality colloidal 

arrays for photonic and optoelectronic applications. 

Chapter 4 describes the formation of two unique bicontinuous gel structures found 

in our simulations. The first gel consists of two independent, but interpenetrating, 

networks of cross-linked chains, one formed by particles with high dipole moment 

and the other formed by particles with low dipole moment. The second type of gel 

consists of a network of cross-linked chains formed by particles with high dipole 

moment, while particles with low dipole moment form a sheath around the chains. 

Such bicontinuous gels may have unusual rheological and transport properties such as 

multiple yield stresses and multiple percolation temperatures and could form the basis 

of a new class of soft-solid materials with unique properties and multiple 

applications.  

Chapter 5 describes our results for a system of colloid particles with permanent 

quadrupole moment. We introduce a simple quadrupole-quadrupole potential model 
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that gives rise to the self-organization of sheet-like and tubular structures. Particle-

particle interactions are modeled with a discontinuous potential. We find that the 

discrete rotational symmetry of the square-quadrupolar particles give rise to extended 

two-dimensional undulating sheet-like structures that preserve the local symmetry 

within the organized structure. We then introduce a new type of anisotropic colloid 

particle having a displaced quadrupole moment with a unique symmetry that leads to 

the formation of tubular structures. The precise diameter and length of the tubes can 

be controlled by tuning the interactions and temperature. The self-assembly of sheet-

like and tubular structures by the quadrupolar colloid particles provides a clear 

example of how the local symmetries of the particle potential encode information 

about the self-assembled structure. The formation of tubes in our simulations involves 

a process in which the appearance of curved sheets precedes the appearance of 

multiple small tubular fragments which then stick together to form a single tube. Our 

simulations predict the necessary angle of displacement, temperature, volume fraction 

and number of particles in the system for making tubes of precise diameter and length 

with colloidal particles.  

Chapters 2-5 have been adapted from the following publications: 

Chapter 2 A. Goyal, C. K. Hall, O.D. Velev, “Phase diagram for stimulus-responsive 

materials containing dipolar colloidal particles”, Phys. Rev. E 77, 031401 (2008), A. 

Goyal, C. K. Hall, O.D. Velev, “Colloidal molecule formed by self-assembly of 

colloid particles with displaced dipole moment” (in preparation). 

Chapter 3 A. Goyal, C. K. Hall, O.D. Velev, “Computer simulation of aggregation in 
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Chapter 2 
 

Phase Diagram for Stimuli-Responsive Materials 

Containing Dipolar Colloid Particles  

 

2.1   Introduction 

Colloidal particles with directional interactions that self-assemble into pre-defined 

microstructures have the potential to serve as the foundation for a new generation of 

micro- and nano-structures of remarkable complexity and precision [1-8]. 

Suspensions of dipolar colloidal particles have attracted attention recently due to their 

tunable materials properties and their potential applications as storage media and 

display devices [9, 10]. Dipolar colloids are ideal building blocks for the assembly of 

long-range ordered lattices such as colloidal crystals and gels and are being explored 

for many intriguing applications [11-15]. For example, two-dimensional crystals of 

dipolar colloids could be used as arrays of microlenses in image processing and 

photolithography [15]. Other technological applications for these advanced materials 

include smart ion-sensitive gels (solid at high salt concentration, liquid at low salt 

concentration), water-based electrorheological fluids and colloidal liquid crystals with 

improved properties for applications in displays, LC thermometers and optical 

imaging. 

Significant progress towards the practical fabrication of particles of anisotropic 
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surface charge and composition has been made in the last few years. For example, 

Cayre et al. have developed a novel technique for preparing dipolar colloid particles 

by microcontact printing of films of ionic surfactants onto monolayers of colloid 

particles [16]. Other techniques for the preparation of anisotropic particles have been 

based on evaporation of gold on colloid monolayers [17], and on deposition of 

polymers on colloids using the Langmuir-Blodgett technique [18]. Velegol and 

coworkers have developed a particle lithography technique for fabricating colloidal 

doublets or microspheres with localized nanoscale charge distribution on the surface 

[19-21]. Granick and coworkers used an oil-water emulsion technique to synthesize 

two kinds of Janus colloidal particles – dipolar particles and particles that are charged 

on one side and hydrophobic on the other [22]. The experimental challenges of 

producing large quantities of monodisperse asymmetrically-charged colloid particles 

and the multitude of possible structures that these particles can form make 

experimental study of all possible variations infeasible. Here we use computer 

simulation to explore the rich phase behavior (including formation, structure, 

crystallization and/or gelation) of materials containing dipolar colloid particles so as 

to guide the discovery of advanced materials in the laboratory.  

Dipolar fluids have been the subject of many theory-based investigations. The 

phase diagrams for hard- and soft- sphere systems with induced dipole moments have 

been determined by Hynninen et al. using Monte Carlo simulations in the canonical 

ensemble (NVT) [23, 24]. Since dipole-dipole interactions driven by external electric 

or magnetic fields favor orientations in which the dipoles align head to toe, the 

particles tend to form strings in the direction of the field. Hynninen et al. also showed 

that in the limit of high field, their system formed crystal phases including body-

centered-tetragonal (BCT) and hexagonal-close-packed (HCP). The crystal structures 

for fluids of spherical particles with an embedded point dipole modeled using a 

Stockmayer potential have been investigated by Groh and Dietrich using Monte Carlo 

simulations with Ewald summation [25-28]. They found three phases depending upon 
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the value of the dipole moment: hexagonal, body-centered orthorhombic and body-

centered tetragonal. Molecular dynamics simulations by Blaak et al. showed that 

dispersions of dumbbell-shaped, dipolar colloid particles undergo a gelation transition 

[29].  

Safran et al. used percolation theory to study the topological properties of systems 

with thermoreversible crosslinks including gels, microemulsions, dipolar liquids and 

colloids [30]. This work focused on the percolation transition, the point at which a 

network spanning the entire volume is formed. They found that a system of self-

assembling branched chains passed through a percolation threshold at which a 

network spanning the entire volume was formed when the system packing fraction 

increased or the temperature decreased.  

In this chapter, we present the full phase diagram for systems of colloid particles 

with permanent dipole moments immersed in a high dielectric solvent. In the limit of 

zero dipole moment, hard-sphere phase behavior is recovered. At high dipole 

moments, several different types of phases are found including face centered cubic 

(FCC), hexagonal close packing (HCP) and body centered tetragonal (BCT) crystal 

phases at high packing fractions, and fluid, string-fluid and gel phases at low packing 

fractions. We explore the effects of temperature, concentration and dipole moment 

strength on the assembly process in order to obtain the full phase behavior. 

Interactions between dipolar particles are modeled using a discontinuous potential 

that retains the directional features of the forces responsible for self-assembly of 

dipolar colloid particles in high dielectric solvent but is not so detailed that the 

simulations become too computationally intensive. This potential, which is actually a 

potential of mean force since the solvent is modelled implicitly, well approximates 

the short-ranged orientational interactions which dominate the phase behavior. Long 

ranged electrostatic interactions, which play an important role in vacuum, are not 

explicitly accounted for since these interactions are screened in a high dielectric 
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solvent. Simulations of the self-assembly of these model particles are performed 

using discontinuous molecular dynamics (DMD) [31, 32], a very rapid alternative to 

traditional molecular dynamics (MD), in which the forces on the particles are 

calculated only when discontinuities in the potential are encountered.  

2.2   Methods and Simulations 

Each particle is modeled as a hard sphere with two oppositely charged small 

spheres embedded in it as shown in Figure 2.1(a). The interactions between the like 

charge spheres are modeled using a three-step square shoulder repulsive potential and 

the interactions between the unlike charge spheres are modeled using a three-step 

square well attractive potential as shown in Figure 2.1(b). The dashed lines in Figure 

2.1(a) represent the widths of the square shoulder and the square well.  

 The hard-sphere (U ), three-step square shoulder (U ) and three-step square 

well (U ) potentials are as follows 
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where r1 is the distance between colloidal particles, r2 is the distance between 

embedded charged small spheres, σ is the colloidal particle diameter, σ1=0.3σ is the 

diameter of the small charged sphere, 0.6σ is the separation between charged small 

spheres on the same colloidal particle. The ε1, ε2 and ε3 are the interaction energies 

between charged spheres and the λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the widths of the square shoulder 

and square well. We chose a reference interaction strength of ε* = μ2/σ3 and will refer 

to the reduced parameters for the interaction strengths as 1 1* / *ε ε ε= , 2 2* / *ε ε ε=  and 

3 3* / *ε ε ε= . The system packing fraction is defined as , where V is the 

box volume and N is the number of colloid particles in the system. The reduced 

temperature is defined as T k

3 / 6Nη π σ= V

* / *BT ε= , where Bk  is the Boltzmann constant and  is 

the temperature. 

T

The dipole-dipole discontinuous potential is chosen to match standard expressions 

for the interaction energies, ))((3)(1
53

→→→→→→

⋅⋅−⋅= ijjijijiij rr
rr

U μμμμ  between dipolar 

particles i and j when they are in the configurations shown in Figure 2.2. The values 

of the square shoulder and the square well width parameters are λ1 = 0.500, λ2 = 

1.887, λ3 = 2.333 and the values of the interaction energy parameters are 1 *ε  = 2.000, 

2 *ε  = 1.500, 3 *ε  = 0.333. 

Discontinuous molecular dynamics (DMD) [32] simulations are performed in the 

canonical ensemble on systems containing 864 particles in a cubic cell with periodic 

boundary conditions. In discontinuous molecular dynamics (DMD) simulation, 
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particles collide when they arrive at a discontinuity in the potential, that is, the hard-

sphere diameter or the square-well width. Between collisions, particles move with 

linear trajectories, making DMD simulations much faster than traditional molecular 

dynamics simulations with continuous potentials which require a small integration 

time step. The postcollision velocities of particles in DMD are found by solving the 

collision dynamics equations analytically. To simulate chains of spheres effectively, 

Rapaport introduced bonds between spheres by limiting the distance between adjacent 

beads to be between σ and σ(1+δ), where δ is the bond extension parameter [33]. 

Later, Bellemans modified this model so that the distance between adjacent spheres 

must lie between σ(1-δ/2) and σ(1+δ/2) which makes the average bond length equal 

to σ [34]. We used the Bellemans model in our simulations to ensure that the dipole 

always passes through the centre of the colloid particle. The value of δ in our 

simulations is 0.04.  

Since we are interested in simulating at constant temperature, we use 

discontinuous canonical molecular dynamics (DCMD) [35-39], an adaptation of the 

standard microcanonical ensemble DMD technique. The DCMD technique is based 

on Anderson’s stochastic collision method [35] and involves stochastic interactions of 

the system particles with imaginary constant-temperature heat bath particles. We 

assume that the system is immersed in a constant-temperature heat bath containing 

imaginary “ghost” particles. The ghost particles stabilize the system temperature by 

colliding with the system particles, resulting in the reassignment of particles 

velocities according to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution about the required 

temperature. Details of the DCMD method have been described by Gulati et al. [36] 

and by Zhou et al. [37-39]. 

 The shape and volume of the simulation box are allowed to change in order to 

accommodate structures with periodic spacing. This is accomplished using the box 

length search algorithm of Schultz et al. [40] which calculates the pressure in 
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*

different directions and then changes the box lengths to values that minimize the free 

energy of the system while maintaining constant density. The reduced pressure ( P ) 

in our simulations is calculated using the virial theorem. 

3
3 3

*
ij
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j
coll

m r v
P NP

σ
σ σ

B Bk T V Vk Tt

Δ
= = −

∑
 

where is the mass of each particle  m ijr  is the distance between colliding particles 

and ∑j , j , jvΔ = ivΔ−  is the velocity change for particle i
coll

t

refers to a sum 

over all collisions, and is the elapsed simulation time. 

2.3   Results and Discussion 

2.3.1   Phase Diagram for System of Dipolar Particles 

Several different types of phases are found in our simulations. The resulting phase 

diagram is plotted in the packing fraction (η) versus reduced temperature (T*) plane 

in Figure 2.3. At low packing fractions we observe fluid, string-fluid and gel phases. 

Our finding of an isotropic fluid phase at low densities is consistent with the 

prediction of Sear [41]. Our observation of two fluid-fluid transitions is consistent 

with the simulation results by Camps et al. on dipolar hard spheres who stated that, 

“at least one isotropic-fluid – isotropic-fluid transition, and possibly two” [42]. They 

did not locate the phase boundaries for the transitions. At very high temperatures, 

hard-sphere phase behavior (a transition from fluid at low packing fraction to FCC 

solid at high packing fraction) is recovered. At high packing fractions we find ordered 

phases including face centered cubic (FCC), hexagonal close packing (HCP) and 

body centered tetragonal (BCT).   
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To locate the transition between a fluid and a string-fluid, the average chain 

length distribution at different packing fractions, η for different reduced temperatures 

T* is calculated. This is plotted in Figure 2.4. The transition is defined to occur at the 

reduced temperature and packing fraction at which the average chain length, <n> 

increases, dramatically. The average chain length drastically increases from 3 

particles to approximately 30 particles at different packing fractions depending on the 

temperature, indicating that a sharp transition occurs between a fluid and a string-

fluid at that packing fraction.  

To locate the percolation transition between a string-fluid and a gel, the 

cluster size distribution at different packing fractions, η for different reduced 

temperatures, T* is calculated [30]. The number of particles in a cluster is calculated 

as follows [43, 44]. If the distance between particle A  and particle  is smaller than 

the square-well width, we define particles 

B

A  and  to be in the same cluster, say . 

If we also find particles and  in the same cluster, we then consider particles 

B iM

B C A , 

 and  to be in the same cluster, . Doing this for all particles in the system, we 

obtain a list of the particles in each cluster  and hence the number of particles in 

each cluster, the cluster size. A plot of the largest cluster size versus 

B C iM

iM

η  is presented in 

Figure 2.5. The string-fluid to gel transition is defined to occur at the reduced 

temperature and packing fraction at which the largest cluster size increases abruptly. 

The size of the largest cluster shows a rapid jump from 5 particles to approximately 

840 particles at different packing fractions depending on the temperature, indicating a 

sharp percolation transition from a system with a large number of small clusters to a 

system with one big percolating cluster (a gel).  

A series of snapshots of the system as temperature decreases through the string-

fluid  gel transition at η = 0.10 is illustrated in Figure 2.6. The system is a string-

fluid at T* = 0.21 and is a network of cross-linked chains at T* = 0.19; hence the 

percolation transition occurs between of T* = 0.21 and T* = 0.19. As temperature 

→
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4 6Q 4W 6

Crystal Q6 Q4 W6 W4 

decreases from T* = 0.19 to T* = 0.15, pore size increases due to coarsening of the gel 

into thicker strands.  

The hexagonal close packed (HCP), body centered tetragonal (BCT) and face 

centered close packed (FCC) crystal phases for the dipolar colloid particle systems 

are located by calculating the three-dimensional bond orientational order parameters 

 and W . The 3-d bond orientational parameters are sensitive to the degree of 

crystallinity in the system. To calculate these parameters, we use a method proposed 

by Steinhardt and coworkers [45, 46] in which the type of packing in a crystal is 

identified by matching the values of the four parameters Q , ,  andW  to the 

standard values for common crystals presented in Table 2.1. Figure 2.7 shows 

snapshots from our simulation of the arrangement of dipolar colloid particles in HCP 

and BCT structures. The results indicate that the judicious choice of conditions could 

lead to the formation of very large crystals without defects and grain boundaries. 

Thus, the use of dipolar particles instead of microspheres may be the route to the 

formation of high quality colloidal arrays for photonic and optoelectronic 

applications. 

Q

Table 2.1: Values of the 3D bond orientational order parameters for some common 

3D crystals 

Fcc 0  0.191 -0.013 -0.159 .571

Hcp 0.485 0.097 -0.012 0.134 

Bcc 0.511 0.036 0.013 0.159 

Icosahedral 0.663 0 -0.170 0 

Liquid 0 0 0 0 

 

A new feature of the phase diagram is the appearance of a percolated gel phase at 
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intermediate temperatures and nearly all particle volume fractions. The gel phase 

h nd soft- sp stems wi ced 

dipole moments studied by Hynninen et al. [23, 24]. The high propensity of the 

dipolar particles for gelation even at very low volume fractions can be attributed to 

 of dipo ns by the p cles. A furt ortant aspect of the 

gelation process is the coarsening of the gel into thicker strands separated by large 

pores at low temperatures. This implies that the porosity, permeability and 

mechanical stability of dipolar self-assembled particulate materials can be controlled 

y tuning the interactions and temperature. Characterizing the degree of porosity and 

des

; the particles have a tendency to roll up into rings. We

lacement. The diameter of 

rings depends on the angle of displacement Ψ; as Ψ decreases the diameter of the ring 

also

found here has not been seen for the ard- a here sy th indu

the formation lar chai arti her imp

b

igning a means to control materials properties will be the subject of a future work. 

2.3.2   Effect of Location of Dipole Moment 

In this section, the effect of the location of the dipole moment within a colloid 

particle on system self-assembly is explored by displacing the two charges from the 

center of particle. Such a system has not been realized experimentally, but could be 

within experimental reach in a few years given the rapid progress in the precise 

fabrication of “Janus” particles. The two charged small spheres are displaced by an 

angle Ψ as shown in Figure 2.8. The angle of displacement, Ψ is equal to 180°  for the 

case of perfect dipolar particles that we have discussed so far. When Ψ is less than 

180°

ring

 observe various size 

s in our simulations depending upon the angle of disp

 decreases. As Ψ increases to 180°  the diameter of the ring increases to infinity, 

becoming the open chains that we observed for the case of perfect dipolar particles. 

Figure 2.9 is a snapshot from our simulations of systems of colloidal particles with 

displaced quadrupole moment showing the formation of rings corresponding to 

different angle of displacements. 
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s is the appearance of a percolated gel phase at 

intermediate temperatures and nearly all particle volume fractions. The advantage of 

otential model presented here is that it allows for rapid evaluation 

of the possibilities for using dipolar colloidal particles in advanced materials 

app

 the density and 

2.4   Summary 

In summary, we mapped out the phase behavior of colloid particles with 

permanent dipoles immersed in a high dielectric solvent in the temperature - packing 

fraction plane using molecular dynamics simulation. The discontinuous potential 

model used here describes Janus particles fairly accurately. Our results are in 

qualitative agreement with the results published by Sear [41], Camps et al. [42] and 

Hynninen et al. [23, 24]. The most important aspect of our phase diagram that is also 

relevant for true dipolar system

the discontinuous p

lications based on phase behavior. It can easily be extended to more complex 

systems including binary mixtures of dipolar particles or quadrupolar particles. The 

disadvantages are that it does not consider multi body effects (meaning each dipole 

can only interact with one other dipole at a time) and is relatively short ranged 

compared to the 1/r3 potential in a true dipolar system. It mimics the actual dipolar 

interaction better at high densities than at low densities, hence our results are more 

accurate for dipolar systems at high densities than at low densities.  

The question arises as to how our use of the stepwise potential affects our results 

and, in particular which aspects of our results are likely relevant for true dipolar 

systems.  To answer this question we begin by pointing out that some of our phase 

boundaries — fluid to FCC+fluid, FCC+fluid to FCC, and BCT with large voids to 

BCT — were not calculated rigorously by either equating chemical potentials of two 

phases or locating a jump in an order parameter as we did for the fluid to string-fluid, 

string-fluid to gel, gel to BCT with large voids, FCC to HCP and HCP to BCT phase 

transitions. Instead the phase boundaries — fluid to FCC+fluid, FCC+fluid to FCC, 

and BCT with large voids to BCT — were found by determining
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tem

alt or surfactant solution. A 

variety of other environmentally-sensitive smart materials could be fabricated from 

suc

perature at which the type of structure present changed. A consequence of this 

approach is that the locations of the boundaries on either side of the FCC+fluid region 

may be less accurate than the other boundaries and the seemingly second-order phase 

transitions that we have drawn for the BCT with large voids to BCT may be first-

order transitions. The question raised in 1993 by Caillol, “are the dipoles able to 

induce a liquid-gas transition in the dipolar hard sphere fluid?,” [47] cannot be 

addressed in our simulations because we do not accurately account for the long range 

of the interaction. It is well known that increasing the range of a potential can cause a 

gas-liquid transition with a critical point that is metastable with respect to a solid-

fluid transition to become stable, resulting in gas, liquid and solid phases [48]. We 

have seen no evidence for a gas-liquid transition with a critical point within our fluid 

domain at moderate temperature.  Evidence to date presented in the literature 

indicates that such a transition does not exist for dipolar hard spheres [49, 50] 

although it has been seen for the Stockmayer fluid (Lennard Jones plus dipolar 

potential) [51, 52]. Based on these observations we believe that even if we were better 

able to account for the long range of the dipole- dipole potential, we would not find a 

gas-liquid transition with a critical point at low density.   

Our results help establish, for example, optimal conditions for making sensitive 

responsive gels using dipolar colloid particles. The particles that we simulate could be 

used in rapidly-settling gels of low particle volume fractions or in dipolar crystals, 

which are more robust than crystals formed by uniform spheres. The high sensitivity 

of dipolar interactions to the ionic concentration in dispersing media means that gels 

and crystals thus created would be highly responsive to changes in salt, pH, or 

concentration of ionic adsorbing species. This could allow the systems to be gelled 

and un-gelled by adding a small volume of acidic, basic, s

h structure-forming suspensions and can be simulated by the procedures presented 

here. 
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.7 Figures 

Figure 2.1. Representation of dipolar particle. (a) Each sphere represents a dipolar 

particle with two oppositely charged small spheres embedded in it. (b) 

Spheres of like charge repel each other. Spheres of unlike charge attract 

each other 

igure 2.2. Dipolar interaction energy, 

2

................................................................................................30 
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U μμμμ  between 

particles i and j for different configurations. The particles have dipole 

moment µ and diameter σ .......................................................................31 

Figure 2.3. Phase diagram for dipolar colloid particles in the packing fraction (η) – 

verse temperature ( */1 T ) plane .............................................................32 

Figure 2.4. Average chain length distribution at 

in

*T =0.28, 0.30, 0.33 and 0.36 at 

different η values ....................................................................................33 

Figure 2.5. Biggest cluster size versus packing fraction, η , at *T =0.19, 0.21, 0.23, 

0.25 and 0.27 ...........................................................................................34 

 Snapshot showing transition from fluid to gel-like open network at Figure 2.6. η

=0.1 as temperature decreases. (a) T*= 0.21, (b) T*= 0.19, (c) T*= 0.17 

and (d) T*= 0.15 ......................................................................................35 

Figure 2.7. (a) Dipolar colloid particles packed hexagonally in each sheet with 

different sheets arranged in A-B-A-B-.. type hexagonal close packing. 

(b) Dipolar colloid particles arranged in body centered tetragonal 

structure...................................................................................................36 
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Figure 2.3 Phase diagram for dipolar colloid particles in the packing fraction (η) – 

inverse temperature ( */1 T ) plane. 
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Figure 2.5 Biggest cluster size versus packing fraction, 
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Figure 2.8 Schematic representation of a colloidal particle with displaced dipole 

moment. The angle of displacement, Ψ dictates the size of the self-assembled ring 

structure. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Computer Simulation of Aggregation in Binary System of 

Dipolar Colloid Particles  

 

3.1   Introduction 

 The assembly of dipolar colloid particles into ordered arrays is currently of 

interest due to the potential for bottom-up creation of materials with new physical 

properties [1-10]. Examples of promising applications include molecular-to-

nanometer-scale devices, biological sensors, combinatorial arrays, and electronic and 

photonic appliances [11, 12]. Dipolar colloids are ideal building blocks for the 

assembly of long-range ordered lattices such as colloidal crystals or co-crystals of 

novel symmetry, and open networks (gels) comprised of cross-linked chains of 

particles. Materials containing dipolar colloidal particles are being explored for many 

intriguing applications [13-18] including smart ion-sensitive gels, water-based 

electrorheological fluids and colloidal liquid crystals for application in displays, LC 

thermometers and optical imaging. 

Over the last few years there has been significant progress towards the practical 

fabrication of particles of anisotropic surface charge and composition [19-31]. For 

example, Cayre et al. have developed a novel technique for preparing dipolar colloid 

particles by microcontact printing of films of water-insoluble ionic surfactants onto 
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monolayers of colloid particles [19]. In this method a monolayer of monodisperse 

polystyrene latex microparticles is prepared by evaporating a latex particle suspension 

onto a glass substrate. In a separate process, a film of water-insoluble surfactant with 

charge opposite to that of the particles is deposited on the surface of a flat sheet of 

elastomer (polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS). Contacting the surfactant film with the 

monolayer of polystyrene latex particles results in a layer of dipolar colloid particles 

which are then redispersed in aqueous solution. Cayre et al. have developed an 

alternate method for producing particles of asymmetric or dipolar charge distribution 

[20]. In this method a colloid monolayer of small negatively charged latex particles is 

prepared and stamped against a monolayer of larger positively charged latex particles, 

resulting in colloid particles with anisotropic charge distribution. These are then 

dispersed in an aqueous solution. Other techniques for preparing anisotropic particles 

have been based on evaporation of gold on colloid monolayers [21], and on 

deposition of polymers on colloids using the Langmuir-Blodgett technique [22]. 

Velegol and coworkers have developed a particle lithography technique for 

fabricating colloidal molecules and microspheres with localized nanoscale charge 

distribution on the surface [23]. Granick and coworkers used an oil-water emulsion 

technique to synthesize two kinds of Janus colloidal particles − dipolar particles and 

particles that are charged on one side and hydrophobic on the other [24, 25].  

In a previous chapter we described a simulations−based investigation of the types 

of phases that might be exhibited by a monodisperse system of dipolar colloidal 

particles [32]. Motivation for that study was our desire to help experimentalists 

decide which of the many possible structures were worth pursuing for advanced 

applications; experimental study of the multitude of possible structures that could be 

formed is not practical. Here we extend our previous study to binary mixtures of 

dipolar colloids, differing in size and dipole moment. Such systems can be considered 

a first approximation to a system of real dipolar colloids which would likely be 

polydisperse. We use computer simulation to explore the formation, structure, 
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crystallization and/or gelation of a binary system of dipolar colloid particles 

immersed in a high-dielectric solvent.  

A number of theoretical and simulation-based papers have contributed to our 

understanding of the structural properties of binary mixtures [33-53]. The binary 

hard-sphere mixture is the most studied model of a binary mixture. These mixtures 

have been predicted to separate into two solid phases when the size ratio of the two 

species, σa / σb is in the range of 0.5 to 0.85 [33-36]. Barrat et al. investigated the 

freezing of binary hard-sphere mixtures using density functional theory [37]. They 

found that as σa / σb is lowered from 1 to 0.85, the miscibility of one type of spheres 

in the solid of another type of spheres shrinks to zero. Phase diagrams for binary 

mixture of Lennard-Jones spheres have been calculated by Lamm et al. using Monte 

Carlo simulations and the Gibbs-Duhem integration technique [38]. They predicted 

that binary mixture of Lennard-Jones spheres separate into vapor-liquid, vapor-solid, 

liquid-liquid and liquid-solid coexisting phases when the diameter ratio, σa / σb is 

equal to 0.85. Binary mixtures of dipolar and neutral hard spheres have also been 

investigated [39, 40]. Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo simulations on a binary mixture 

of dipolar and neutral hard spheres have shown demixing into neutral rich and 

dipolar rich hard sphere fluid phases, in agreement with predictions of integral 

equation theory [40]. The demixing of mixtures of dipolar and neutral hard spheres 

occurs because of the tendency of the dipolar hard spheres to cluster together due to 

the strong dipole-dipole interaction. The phase behavior of binary mixtures of 

Stockmayer fluids (dipolar spheres with an isotropic Lennard-Jones interaction) has 

been determined by Szalai et al. using modified mean-field (MMF) density functional 

theory [41]. They investigated the vapor

−

−

− liquid, isotropic liquid− isotropic liquid, 

istropic liquid ferromagnetic liquid and ferromagnetic liquid− − ferromagnetic liquid 

first order transitions exhibited by these systems. Bartke et al. have studied the gas−

liquid and isotropic liquid−nematic liquid phase behavior of a binary mixtures of 

Stockmayer fluids using molecular dynamics simulation together with a mean field 
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lattice model [42]. They determined the coexistence curves for an equimolar binary 

mixture of Stockmayer fluids over a wide range of dipole strengths, temperatures and 

densities. Range et al. have investigated the phase behavior of binary mixtures of 

dipolar hard spheres using the reference hypernetted chain (RHNC) integral equations 

and density functional theory in the MMF approximation [43, 44]. They found the 

conditions under which a binary mixture of dipolar hard spheres with different dipole 

moments, but the same diameters, exhibit a demixing phase transitions in the fluid 

phase regime. Their results extended previously reported observations on demixing in 

mixtures of dipolar and neutral hard spheres to the case of dipolar hard sphere 

mixtures. We are not aware of any simulation-based studies showing complete phase 

diagrams for binary mixture of dipolar hard spheres, although some works in this area 

have been reported [45-48].  

In this chapter, we employ the discontinuous molecular dynamics simulation 

technique to investigate how differences in size and dipole moment affect the phase 

behavior of a system of dipolar colloid particles immersed in a high dielectric solvent. 

Interactions between dipolar particles are modeled using a discontinuous potential 

that retains the directional features of the forces responsible for self-assembly of 

dipolar colloid particles in high dielectric solvent but is not so detailed that the 

simulations become too computationally intensive. This potential, which is actually a 

potential of mean force since the solvent is modelled implicitly, well approximates 

the short-ranged orientational interactions which dominate the phase behavior. Long 

ranged electrostatic interactions, which play an important role in vacuum, are not 

explicitly accounted for since these interactions are screened in a high dielectric 

solvent. Simulations of the self-assembly of these model particles are performed 

using discontinuous molecular dynamics (DMD) [54], a very rapid alternative to 

traditional molecular dynamics (MD), in which the forces on the particles are 

calculated only when discontinuities in the potential are encountered. 
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3.2   Model and Simulation Methods 

Each particle is modeled as a hard sphere with two oppositely charged small 

spheres embedded in it as shown in Figure 3.1(a). The interactions between the like 

charge small spheres are modeled using a three-step square shoulder repulsive 

potential and the interactions between the unlike charge small spheres are modeled 

using a three-step square well attractive potential as shown in Figure 3.1(b). The 

dashed lines in Figure 3.1(a) represent the widths of the square shoulder and the 

square well.  

The hard-sphere (U ), three-step square shoulder (U ) and three-step square 

well (U ) potentials are as follows 
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where l and m label the particles, which may be either species a or b, i and j label the 

small charged spheres on particle l and m respectively (i and j may be either 

positively or negatively charged),  rlm is the distance between colloidal particles, rij is 

the distance between embedded charged small spheres on different colloidal particles, 

σ l  and σm  are the diameters of colloidal particles l and m, 0.3i lσ σ=  and 

0.3j mσ σ=  are the diameters, respectively of the small charged spheres i and j, lmσ  

and ijσ  are defined as ( )lm l m / 2σ σ σ= +  and ( )ij i j / 2σ σ σ= +  respectively. The 

separations between charged small spheres on the same colloidal particle l and m are 

given by 0.6 lσ  and 0.6 mσ  respectively. The (1)
lmε ,  and  are the interaction 

energies between small charged sphere i on particle l and small charged sphere j on 

particle m and the λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the widths of these square shoulder and square well 

interactions. The particle mole fractions are defined as 

(2)
lmε

(3)
lmε

/( )a a a bx N N N= + and 

/(b b )a bx N N N+=

(

 where Na and Nb are the number of a and b particles, 

respectively. The overall reduced density of the system is defined as 

) ( )* 3/ 3/b bVa aN V Nρ σ + σ

* / 6 ( / 6

= , where V is the box volume. The volume fraction of 

the particles is defined as 3 )a a b bN 3)(V Nη πρ π= σ σ+ . In = this chapter, ( )k
aaε

 and ( )k
abε  f = 1,2,3 are the interaction energies between colloidal particles 

a-a, b-b and a-b respectively. We chose reference interaction strengths of 

, ε
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+⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

( ) ( ) /k
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. We will 

refer to the reduced parameters for the interaction strengths as * *k
aaaaε ε ε= , 

( ) ( )* *
bb/bb

k k
bbε ε ε=  and ( ) ( )* /k k

ab ab ab
*ε ε ε=

/ *

 for k = 1,2,3. The reduced temperature is 

defined as * B abT k T ε= , where Bk  is the Boltzmann constant and  is the 

temperature. The dipole-dipole discontinuous potential is chosen to match standard 

expressions for the interaction energies, 

T

3 5

1 3( ) ( )( )lm l m l lm m lmr
r r

μ μ μ μ
→ → → → → →

U r= ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅  between 

dipolar particles l and m when they are in the configurations shown in Figure 3.2. The 
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values of the interaction energy parameters are *(1)ε  = 2.000, *(2)ε  = 1.500, *(3)ε  = 

0.333 and the values of the square shoulder and the square well width parameters are 

λ1 = 0.500, λ2 = 1.887, λ3 = 2.333. 

Discontinuous molecular dynamics (DMD) simulations are performed in the 

canonical ensemble on systems containing 864 dipolar colloid particles in a cubic cell 

with periodic boundary conditions. In DMD simulation, particles collide when they 

arrive at a discontinuity in the potential, that is, the hard-sphere diameter or the 

square-well width. Between collisions, particles move with linear trajectories, making 

DMD simulations much faster than traditional molecular dynamics simulations with 

continuous potentials which require a small integration time step. The postcollision 

velocities of particles in DMD are found by solving the collision dynamics equations 

analytically. DMD may be applied to chains of spheres by limiting the distance 

between adjacent beads to be between σ  and (1 )σ δ+ , where δ  is the bond extension 

parameter, thus mimicking a covalent bond [55]. The value of δ  in our simulations is 

0.02. This approach can be modified by allowing the distance between adjacent 

spheres to fluctuate between (1 )σ δ−  and (1 )σ δ+  which makes the average bond 

length equal to σ  [56]. In our model of dipolar colloid particles, the distance between 

the centre of the colloid particle and the centre of the charged sphere embedded 

within the particle is restricted to be between  and (1 )i (1i )σ δ− σ δ+  and the distance 

between the two charged spheres is restricted to be between 2 (1 )i  and 2 (1 )iσ δ− σ δ+ . 

This is the method used in our simulations to ensure that the dipole passes through the 

centre of the colloid particle. 

Since we are interested in simulating at constant temperature, we use 

discontinuous canonical molecular dynamics (DCMD) [57-59], an adaptation of the 

standard microcanonical ensemble DMD technique. The DCMD technique is based 

on Anderson’s stochastic collision method [57] and involves stochastic interactions of 

the system’s particles with imaginary constant-temperature heat bath particles. We 
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*
k

assume that the system is immersed in a constant-temperature heat bath containing 

imaginary “ghost” particles. The ghost particles stabilize the system temperature by 

colliding with the system particles, resulting in the reassignment of the particle’s 

velocities according to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution about the required 

temperature. Details of the DCMD method have been described by Gulati et al .[58] 

and by Zhou et al. [59]. 

 The shape and volume of the simulation box are allowed to change in order to 

accommodate structures with periodic spacing. This is accomplished using the box 

length search algorithm of Schultz et al. [60] which calculates the pressure in 

different directions and then changes the box lengths to values that minimize the free 

energy of the system while maintaining constant density. The reduced pressure ( P ) 

in each direction in our simulations is calculated using the virial theorem. 

3
3 3

*
ijk jk

k coll
m r v

P N
σ

σ σ
k

B B

P
k T V Vk Tt

Δ
= = −

∑
 

where k is the direction (k = x, y, or z), is the mass of each particle,  is the k 

component of the distance between colliding particles and

m ijkr

i j , jkvΔ =  is the k 

component of the velocity change for particle 

ikv−Δ

∑j , 
coll

t

refers to a sum over all 

collisions, and is the elapsed simulation time. 

All simulations are performed at very slow rate of cooling to minimize kinetic 

trapping and obtain the thermodynamically-most-stable structure. Each simulation is 

started from a random initial configuration generated by inserting the required 

number of particles in the simulation box, and then relaxing the system for fixed 

amount of time at T* = 5.0 (a very high temperature which is equivalent to zero 

dipole moment) to ensure that the initial configuration is sufficiently random. The 
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temperature is then reduced to T* = 2.0 and the simulation is started. The system is 

cooled slowly by reducing the temperature in increments of T* = 0.05 until the 

desired temperature is reached. The idea here is to allow the system to reach a true 

equilibrium state. To determine the length of the simulation at each temperature, the 

total simulation time at each T* value is divided into four equal parts and the run is 

switched to lower temperature only when the ensemble averages of the last three 

quarters of the run are within 2.5% of one another. In all, we perform simulations at 

14 different values of volume fractions (0.05 to 0.70) and 40 different values of 

temperature (0.05 to 2.0) at each volume fraction. This gives us 560 state points on 

the phase diagram in the inverse temperature - volume fraction plane. Although the 

simulations were conducted on systems containing 500, 864, 1372 and 2000 dipolar 

particles, we focus most of our analysis on the 864-particle system. The volume 

fraction, η  remains constant during each simulation run at values ranging from 0.05 

to 0.70 at the temperature of interest. Each simulation takes between 45 hr for 20 

billion events at low temperature, T* = 0.05 and 135 hr for 60 billion events at high 

temperature, T* = 2.0 on a single processor of an AMD Opteron™ 246 processor.    

We monitor a suitable order parameter Φ to detect the transition from a 

homogeneous mixture to a two-phase system. The instantaneous order parameter for a 

particle i is defined to be , where  and  are 

the number of particles of species a and b respectively, whose distance from particle i 

is less than a cutoff distance 

( ) (2
i a b a bn n n nΦ = − +

c

)2/ an bn

z  [61]. The value of cz in our simulations is 1.3 times 

the diameter of the larger particle, b. This order parameter is equal to 1 if all particles 

within the cutoff distance are of the same species and zero if n , i.e., if the 

mixture is homogeneous. The global order parameter 

a = bn

Φ is then defined as 

1

1 N

i
i tN =

Φ = Φ∑ . . . .
t, where the angular brackets  denote a time average. 

The global order parameter is close to zero for a homogeneous mixed configuration 
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but becomes close to unity if the particles tend to form same-species domains. The 

state of the mixture is determined from the value of Φ using the following threshold 

criteria. A configuration is determined to be two phase when 0 .7 5Φ ≥ , and a 

homogeneous mixture when 0 .7 5Φ < . Typical results for the order parameter Φ

as a function of the volume fraction, η  a T* = 0.125 are depicted in Figure 3.3 for 

different a

t 

b/σ σ when a bμ μ= . We observe that for /a 1 .0bσ σ = , the 

5

order 

parameter Φ is less than 0.4 for all the volume fractions, suggesting that the mixture 

is homogeneous, which is of course what we expect since the two species have 

identical parameters. For /a 0 .8bσ σ = , the order parameter Φ is greater than 

0.8, indicating phase separation between large and small particles. This observation is 

consistent with theoretical results on binary mixtures of hard-spheres with different 

diameters for which fluid-fluid phase separation has been predicted to occur when 

/a bσ σ   is less than or equal to 0.85 [34-37]. When we further reduce /a bσ σ to 

order parameter Φ remains greater than 0.8 until /a b0.50, the σ σ reaches 0.414, 

Φ decreases to less than 0.1. In this case large and small dipolar colloid 

particles with the same dipole moment mix with each other to form a binary crystal, 

AB (NaCl type structure, face centered cubic) at / 0 .4 1 4a b

at which 

σ σ = . This is 

 experimental results published by Hunt et al. [36]. They 

investigated the structures formed by binary mixtures of hard-sphere colloids at 

different size ratio using a combination of light-scattering techniques and confocal 

fluorescent microscopy. At size ratios in between 0.39 and 0.42, ordered binary 

crystals were reported to form in suspensions containing an equal number of large 

and small spheres which microscopy showed had a three-dimensional structure 

similar to NaCl. At larger size ratio, / 0 .5 2a b

consistent with the

σ σ = , they  A13B 

superlattices (AnB means that the ratio of the number of small particles of species A 

to the number of large particles of species B is n in a unit cell), while at size ratio = 

0.85 the two components were reported to be immiscible in the solid state and no 

superlattice structures were found. Figure 3.4 shows snapshots from our simulation of 

 observe A2B and
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the binary mixture of dipolar colloid particles at the four different state points 

considered in this work, )1/,1/( == baba μμσσ , ( )1/,85.0/ == baba μμσσ ,  

)1/,414.0/( == baba μμσσ  and /( )5.0/,1 == baba μμσσ  at volume fraction, 

0.50η =  and reduced tem

Several different types of ordered phases 

coll

perature, T* = 0.125. 

occur in the binary system of dipolar 

ts 

oid particles. To detect the crystal phase formed during simulation, we monitor 

the three-dimensional bond order parameters Q , following a local bond analysis of 

Steinhardt et al. [62]. We define for every particle i, ( )lQ i , a 2l+1 −dimensional 

complex vector (where l is taken to be 6) with componen

( )

1

1 ˆ( ) ( )  

i, lmY  are the spherical 

( )

N i

lm ij
j

Y r
N i =

= ∑

neighbors for particle 

lmQ i

where ( )N i is the total number of 

harmonics for the normalized direction vector îjr , between particles i and j. 

Neighbors are defined as those particles which lie within a given cutoff radius cr . We 

use a cutoff radius 1.3c br σ= . In a crystalline environment, these vectors are aligned 

with each other but in a fluid-like environment they are randomly oriented. The 

( )lmQ i  depend on the choice of reference frame. However rotationally invariant 

ations can be constructed from the ( )lmQ i . For example, the second-order 

invariant is defined as, 

combin

1/ 2
24( ) ( )

2 1l lm
m l

Q i Q i
l
π

=−

⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠
∑  

l
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The structure of the crystal phase is calculated by determining the distribution of the 

for all the particles and comparing it with the distribution in a bulk solid phase. 

Knowledge of the distribution of the local bond-order parameter Q i also helps us 

to identify the coexistence of two different crystalline phases; in that case the 

distribution will have two peaks. This allows us to map out the coexistence regime.  

To detect the transition between a fluid and a string-fluid (a fluid phase containing 

short strings of dipolar colloid particles), the dependence of the average chain length 

on volume fraction, η  is calculated for different reduced temperatures T*. The 

transition is defined to occur at the reduced temperature and volume fraction at which 

the average chain length increases, dramatically. For example the average chain 

length drastically increases from three particles to approximately 30 particles at 

volume fraction, η = 0.20 and reduced temperature, T* = 0.28, indicating that a sharp 

transition occurs between a fluid and a string-fluid at that volume fraction and 

temperature.  

To detect the percolation transition between a string-fluid and a gel, the cluster 

size distribution at different volume fractions, η  for different reduced temperatures, 

T* is calculated. The number of particles in a cluster is calculated as follows [63]. If 

the distance between particle A  and particle  is smaller than the square-well width, 

we define particles 

B

A and  to be in the same cluster, say . If we also find 

particles and  in the same cluster, we then consider particles 

B iM

B C A ,  and  to be in 

the same cluster, . Doing this for all particles in the system, we obtain a list of the 

particles in each cluster  and hence the number of particles in each cluster, the 

cluster size. The string-fluid to gel transition is defined to occur at the reduced 

temperature and volume fraction at which the largest cluster size increases abruptly. 

For example the size of the largest cluster shows a rapid jump from 30 particles to 

approximately 840 particles at volume fraction, 

B C

iM

iM

η = 0.20 and reduced temperature, T* 
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)1/,1/( == baba

= 0.21, indicating a sharp percolation transition from a system with a large number of 

small clusters to a system with one big percolating cluster (a gel).  

3.3   Results and Discussion 

In this section we describe the results of simulations performed on equimolar 

binary mixtures of dipolar colloid particles for four different parameter sets 

)1/,85.0/( )1/,414.0/(σ μ μσ , == baba σ μ μσ , == baba σ μ μσ  

and )5.0/,1/( == baba σ μ μσ . These sets were chosen because they are 

representative of the four different types of phase behavior exhibited by these 

systems.  

3.3.1   Phase Behavior at ( )1/,1/ == baba σ μ μσ  

In the first parameter set / 1a b = and / 1a bσ σ μ μ = , the two species are 

identical and hence the system is monodisperse. The phase diagram is plotted for this 

case in the inverse temperature - volume fraction plane as shown in Figure 3.5. This 

was the principal result of our previous chapter [32]. We review the highlights here in 

order to familiarize the reader with the types of phases that can occur and to provide a 

reference case against which the truly binary mixture can be compared. In the limit of 

zero dipole moment (1/T* 0), hard-sphere phase behavior (a first-order transition 

from a fluid phase at low volume fraction to a face centered cubic solid at high 

volume fraction) is recovered. As the dipole moment increases (1/T* increases), 

several different types of phases are found including face-centered-cubic (FCC), 

hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) and body-centered-tetragonal (BCT) crystal phases at 

high volume fractions, and fluid, string-fluid and gel phases at low volume fractions. 

The BCT crystal structure has been found to be the most favorable crystal structure 

formed by dipolar hard spheres at low temperature [64]. It is a body centered cubic 

(BCC) lattice that is elongated in one direction making it a rectangular prism with a 
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square base. The volume fraction of a BCT crystal is 0.698. The most interesting 

aspect of this phase diagram is the appearance of a percolated or gel phase at 

intermediate temperatures and nearly all particle volume fractions. The gel phase 

found here has not been seen for the monodisperse hard- or soft- sphere systems with 

induced dipole moments studied by Hynninen et al. [65, 66]. Our results are in 

qualitative agreement with the results published by Sear [67] and by Camps et al. 

[68]. 

3.3.2   Phase Behavior at ( == baba σ μ μσ  

The second parameter set is 85.0/ =ba σσ  and 1/ =ba μμ . In this case, 

demixing between large and small dipolar colloid particles into separate solid phases 

occurs at large volume fractions and at low temperatures. This is not surprising since 

hard sphere binary mixtures also exhibit solid-solid phase separation when the size 

ratio of the two species, σa / σb  is less than or equal to 0.85 [37]. The phase diagram 

resulting from our simulations is plotted in the volume fraction (η ) versus reduced 

inverse temperature (1/T*) plane in Figure 3.6. At low volume fractions we observe 

fluid, string-fluid and gel phases as we did for the monodisperse system. The gel 

phase consists of a network of cross-linked chains containing both large particles and 

small particles in random order. At high volume fractions we find coexisting solid 

phases including FCCa + FCCb, FCCa + HCPb, HCPa + HCPb, BCTa + BCTb, where by 

FCCa we mean a face centered cubic packed structure formed by dipolar colloid 

particles of species a etc. Figure 3.7 shows a snapshot of the system for this 

parameter set when two FCC phases - FCCa + FCCb coexist. The type of packing in a 

crystal is identified by matching the mean value of the bond-order parameter Q6 to the 

standard values for common crystals. 
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)1/,414.0/3.3.3   Phase Behavior at ( == baba σ μ μσ  

The third parameter set is 414.0/ =ba σσ  and 1/ =ba μμ . In this case, large and 

small dipolar colloid particles form a homogeneous mixture at large particle volume 

fractions and at high dipole moments. This is significantly different from the behavior 

of the systems at /a b 1.0σ σ =

/a b

 and 0.85. The reason for the absence of solid-solid 

separation in this case is indicated in Figure 3.8, which shows how the large and 

small dipolar particles arrange themselves into AB type two intertwined FCC 

structure when σ σ  is equal to 0.414. This is in agreement with the experimental 

results published by Hunt et al. [36] and computer simulation results published by 

Eldridge et al. [50]. The large particles form the FCC lattice and the small particles 

just fit into the holes between the large particles. This result suggests that judicious 

choice of particle diameters could lead to the formation of very large co-crystals 

without defects and grain boundaries. The phase diagram for this parameter set in the 

inverse temperature - volume fraction plane is shown in Figure 3.9. At high volume 

fractions we observe a highly ordered FCC crystal phase at all temperatures. The 

BCT and HCP phases are absent for this case. The packing limit of a BCT and HCP 

crystal is 0.698 and 0.7405 respectively at / 0 .a b 4 1 4σ σ =  but an FCC co-

crystal is more stable and can be densely packed to the packing limit of 0.793. At low 

volume fractions we observe fluid, string-fluid and gel phases with randomly 

distributed a-type and b-type particles. In this parameter set, the gel phase is found at 

lower temperatures for a given volume fraction than the gel phases formed by 

systems for which /a b 1 .0σ σ = and . This is because the smaller particles 

at 

0 .8 5

/a b 0 .4 1 4σ σ =  fit well into the holes created by the bigger particles and 

hence act as a cross-linking agent between the chains. As will be discussed in a 

subsequent chapter, pore size distributions for this case show that the gel phase has 

pores of three to five times the diameter of the larger particle, b. This can be 

compared to systems at / 1 .0a b = and where the pores are seven to ten 0 .8 5σ σ
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times the diameter of the larger particle. 

3.3.4   Phase Behavior at ( == baba σ μ μσ  

The fourth parameter set is / 1a b .0σ σ = and / 0a b .5μ μ = . In this case, 

demixing into FCCa and FCCb phases does not occur at high temperatures and high 

volume fractions as it did for  /a bσ σ = 0.85 and /a bμ μ = 1. At high 

temperatures, both particle types behave like hard spheres of identical diameter and 

hence demixing does not take place. At intermediate temperatures, since the a 

particles have lower dipole moment than the b particles, the b particles self-assemble 

while the a particles remain randomly dispersed. As the temperature decreases (or 

equivalently the dipole moment increases), the dipole moments of both particles 

become sufficiently strong to cause them to self-assemble into ordered structures. The 

phase diagram for this case in the temperature - volume fraction plane is shown in 

Figure 3.10. At intermediate and low temperatures we find numerous regimes 

containing coexisting phases including FCCa + HCPb, HCPa + HCPb, BCTa + BCTb, 

Fluida + String-fluidb, Fluida + Gelb, String-fluida + Gelb, Gela + BCTb, BCTa + BCTb 

+ large voids, where Gela means a network of cross-linked chains formed by dipolar 

colloid particles of species a.  Coexistence of two crystalline phases, e.g. FCCa + 

HCPb, is identified by calculating the distribution of the bond order parameter Q6. 

When the distribution has two peaks it indicates the presence of coexisting crystalline 

phases. The type of crystal packing in each crystal phase is then identified by 

matching the mean value of Q6 for each peak with the standard values for common 

crystals. In this parameter set, the gel phase consists of two interpenetrating networks

−one formed by chains of particles with high dipole moment and the other formed by 

chains of particles with low dipole moment. Snapshots of the system showing the 

interpenetrating network are shown in Figure 3.11. At high temperature, this system 

behaves like system of hard spheres of the same size and exhibits the transition from 

fluid at low volume fraction to FCC solid at high volume fraction with a coexisting 
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3.4   Conclusion 

The phase behavior of binary systems of colloid particles with permanent 

dipole 

The advantage of the discontinuous potential model used here is that it describes 

Jan

Each simulation was started from a random initial configuration generated at high 

region at intermediate volume fractions. At intermediate temperatures the demixing 

of particles with high and low dipole moments (Fluida + String-fluidb and Fluida + 

Gelb) in the fluid phase regime is in qualitative agreement with the results published 

by Blair et al. [40] for the binary system of dipolar and neutral hard spheres.  

moments immersed in a high dielectric solvent was mapped out in the 

temperature −  volume fraction plane by performing discontinuous molecular 

dynamics simulations on a binary mixture of dipolar hard spheres of particles a and b 

with different dipole moments and different diameters. The discontinuous potential 

model used previously to model the dipolar interactions between colloidal particles 

was extended to treat a binary mixture of dipolar hard spheres.  

us particles fairly accurately and allows for rapid evaluation of the possibilities for 

using dipolar colloidal particles in advanced materials applications. It can easily be 

extended to more complex systems including binary mixtures of quadrupolar particles 

or dipolar particles with displaced dipole moment. The discontinuous potential, which 

is actually a potential of mean force since the solvent is modelled implicitly, well 

approximates the short-ranged orientational interactions which are responsible for the 

head-to-tail alignment in dipolar colloids, resulting in the formation of linear or 

branched structures. Long ranged electrostatic interactions, which play an important 

role in vacuum, are not explicitly accounted for here since these interactions are 

screened in a high dielectric solvent. The disadvantages are that multibody effects are 

not considered and long range forces are neglected.  
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temperature and annealed at a very slow rate of cooling to minimize kinetic trapping 

and to obtain the thermodynamically most−stable structure. Volume fraction 

remained constant. When the system was cooled slowly we were more likely to reach 

equilibrium; hence very slow cooling runs in which we swept across the phase 

diagram from left (high temperature) to right (low temperature) at constant volume 

fraction were run in order to map out the phase diagram. This gave us 40 points on 

the phase diagram at each value of the volume fraction. The process was repeated for 

14 different values of volume fraction.  

The effect of variation in the rate of cooling was examined. When the system was 

cooled rapidly or started off directly at the temperature of interest there was a high 

probability of getting trapped in metastable states such as colloidal clusters, glasses 

and gels. For example at the fourth parameter set, / 1 . 0a bσ σ = and 

/ 0 . 5a bμ μ = , the bicontinuous gel phase consisting of ting 

peared when the system was cooled very slowly from high to low 

temperature. This is because the b particles, which have higher dipole moment than 

the a particles, have sufficient potential energy compared to kBT to self-assemble at 

high temperature while the a particles remain randomly dispersed. As the temperature 

decreases, the dipole moment of the a particles becomes sufficiently strong compared 

to kBT to cause them to self-assemble into chains, leading to the formation of two 

interpenetrating networks – one formed by chains of b particles at higher temperature 

and the other formed by chains of a particles at the temperature of interest.  

two interpenetra

networks only ap

The successive formation of different structures as the temperature (and hence the 

kinetic energy) is slowly lowered below different energetic thresholds, is evident in 

other parts of phase diagram. Consider for example how the three steps in the square 

well dipole-dipole potential, Figure 1.1(b), affect the phase observed as we slowly 

cool the system. At high temperatures, the only interaction strong enough to 

overcome the high kBT is the first step (deepest well) in the three-step discontinuous 
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We showed how the phase diagram changes upon varying the sizes of the two 

spe

ting aspect of these phase diagrams is the app als 

potential. This first step causes the particles to move very close to each other and 

hence self-assemble in head to tail alignment, resulting in the formation of chains. As 

temperature decreases, particles start “feeling” the second and third step, which 

causes the branching and thickening of chains. In our simulations if the temperature is 

decreased instantaneously, particles don’t have enough time to form chains; rather 

they assemble into amorphous aggregates. However when we cool slowly the 

particles can first assemble into chains and then the chains can interact to form gel or 

crystal structures, depending on the temperature and volume fraction.   

cies as well as their dipole moments. These systems exhibit six distinct phases: 

isotropic fluid, string-fluid, gel, FCC, HCP, BCT, and ten coexisting phases:  Fluida + 

String-fluidb, Fluida + Gelb, String-fluida + Gelb, Gela + BCTb, FCCa + FCCb, FCCa + 

HCPb, FCCa + FCCb+ fluid, HCPa + HCPb, BCTa + BCTb, BCTa + BCTb + large voids 

depending upon size ratio and dipole moment ratio.  

An interes

con

earance of co-cryst

taining large and small dipolar colloid particles at / 0 .4 1 4a bσ σ = and 

/a bμ μ =1. Hunt et al. [36] and Eldridge et al.[50] demonstrated two 

 sized sets of hard spheres are mixed together they can co-crystallize to 

form binary crystals, with the exact structure formed depending on the size ratio of 

the two different sets of particles. They predicted that a range of interstitial structures 

(e.g. AB, A2B, A13B) are stable for / 0.52a b

 that when 

differently

σ σ ≤ . When / 2 1 0.414a bσ σ = − ≈ , an 

AB type structure forms consisting ttice of l eres 

located on the octahedral interstitial sites form a second interpenetrating FCC lattice. 

Our simulations predict the optimal conditions – size ratio, temperature and volume 

fraction for making co-crystals using binary mixture of dipolar colloid particles; this 

may be the route to the formation of high quality colloidal arrays for photonic and 

optoelectronic applications. 

of a FCC la arge spheres; small sph
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 the appearance of bicontinuous gels consisting of two 

interpenetrating networks, one formed by chains of particles with high dipole moment 

and

Even more interesting is

 the other formed by chains of particles with low dipole moment. Such materials 

may have distinctive rheological properties such as multiple yield stresses and 

multiple melting temperatures. The porosity, permeability and mechanical stability of 

these bicontinuous gels can be controlled by tuning the interactions and temperature. 

Our results suggest that self-assembly of mixtures of dipolar or "Janus" particles can 

lead to the creation of new classes of gels with unique and tunable physical 

properties. These gels could be precursors to even more interesting "smart soft 

materials," as one or both types of particles could change their charge magnitude and 

distribution as a function of the pH, electrolyte concentration or presence of specific 

(bio)molecules. A variety of other stimuli-responsive advanced materials could be 

fabricated from such structure-forming suspensions.  
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3.6 Figures 

Figure 3.1. Representation of dipolar particle and interaction potential. (a) Each 

sphere represents a dipolar particle with two oppositely charged small 

spheres embedded in it. (b) Spheres of like charge repel each other 

through a three step square-shoulder potential. Spheres of unlike charge 

attract each other through a three step square-well potential ..................71 
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                            (a)                                                                    (b) 
 

                                   
                            (c)                                                                   (d) 
 
Figure 3.4 Snapshots of binary mixtures of dipolar colloid particles showing (a) 
monodisperse system for / 1a b .0σ σ = and / 1a b .0μ μ = at T* = 1.0 and η = 0.50, 

(b) demixing of large and small particles into two BCT phases for / 0 .8 5a bσ σ =

and / 1a bμ μ = at T*  η = 0.50, (c) a homogeneous mixture of large and 

small particles for / 0 .4 1 4a b

 = 0.15 and

σ σ =  and / 1a bμ μ = at T* = 0.1 .50, (d) 

demixing of particles with large and small dipole moment into two BCT phases and 
large voids for / 1 .0a b

5 and η = 0

σ σ = and a b/ 0 .5μ μ =  a  0.15 and η = 0t T* = .40. Red and 

blue spheres represent the two different species of binary mixture. 
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/ 0 .8 5, / 1 .0a b a b

 
                                                                  (a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 3.11 Snapshots of binary mixture of dipolar colloid particles showing 

percolated network of cross-linked chains (gel) at (a) 

σ σ μ μ= =

/ 1 .0 , / 0 .5a b a b

. The chains contain both a and b particles in 

random sequence (b)σ σ μ μ= = . Two interpenetrating 

monodisperse networks are formed, one containing the a particles, the other 

containing the b particles.  
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Chapter 4 
 

Responsive Bicontinuous Gels Formed by Self-Assembly of 

Dipolar Colloid Particles  

 

4.1   Introduction 

The search for new functional materials with precise and reconfigurable structures 

is a major theme of current science. Self-assembly provides a route for “bottom up” 

fabrication of remarkable nanoscale and mesoscale structures [1-8]. The demand for 

structures of increasing complexity with novel properties has triggered exploration of 

the self-assembly of anisotropically interacting particles [9-12]. Routes that exploit 

spontaneous self-assembly in thermal equilibrium are important, but non-equilibrium 

processes offer more control – because assembly is then governed not just by 

thermodynamic conditions but by the process history [13-16]. Moreover, the resulting 

materials may become trapped in deeply metastable states such as colloidal clusters, 

glasses and gels, but still may be more robust than an equilibrium phase to subsequent 

changes in thermodynamic conditions [17-20]. One of the most promising precursors 

for assembling new classes of non-equilibrium materials are colloidal particles with 

embedded dipole moments.  

Significant progress towards the practical fabrication of dipolar and "Janus" 

particles of anisotropic surface charge and composition has been made in the last few 
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−

years. For example, Cayre et al. have developed a novel technique for preparing 

dipolar colloid particles by microcontact printing of films of water-insoluble ionic 

surfactants onto monolayers of colloid particles [21]. Other techniques for preparing 

anisotropic particles have been based on evaporation of gold on colloid monolayers 

[22], and on deposition of polymers on colloids using the Langmuir-Blodgett 

technique [23]. Velegol and coworkers have developed a particle lithography 

technique for fabricating colloidal molecules and microspheres with localized 

nanoscale charge distribution on the surface [24]. Granick and coworkers developed a 

scalable oil-water emulsion technique to synthesize two kinds of Janus colloidal 

particles dipolar particles and particles that are charged on one side and 

hydrophobic on the other [25]. 

The experimental challenges of producing large quantities of asymmetrically-

charged colloid particles and the multitude of possible structures that these particles 

can form make experimental study of all possible variations infeasible. Therefore we 

use here large-scale computer simulation to explore the gelation of a binary mixture 

containing such particles. We explore the kinetic pathways that lead to the creation of 

amorphous soft-solid materials with a specific focus on bicontinuous gels. 

Dipolar fluids have been the subject of many theory-based and simulation-based 

investigations. The phase diagram for a system of colloidal particles with induced 

dipole moment has been determined by Hynninen et al. [26] and phase diagrams for a 

system of colloidal particles with permanent dipole moment have been determined by 

Goyal et al. [27]. Van Workum and Douglas have investigated the "polymerization" 

transition for dipolar fluids using Monte Carlo simulations in the canonical ensemble 

(NVT) [28, 29]. Stambaugh and Losert have investigated the self-assembly of 

spherical particles containing small bar magnets of various lengths [30, 31] and found 

dynamic polymer chain formation for highly extended magnets, but compact cluster 

formation for particles with short magnets. Molecular dynamics simulations by Blaak 
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et al. have showed how dispersions of dumbbell-shaped, dipolar colloid particles 

undergo a gelation transition [32]. Zilman and Safran  found that a system of self-

assembling branched chains passed through a percolation threshold at which a 

network spanning the entire volume was formed when the system packing fraction 

increased or the temperature decreased [33]. Several recent computational studies of 

quasi-two-dimensional dipolar fluids demonstrate the occurrence of polymerization, 

the same as occurs in three-dimensional dipolar fluid simulations [34-36].  

The structures formed by binary mixtures of dipolar colloids containing particles 

of two different sizes and two different dipole moments have not been investigated to 

date either experimentally or theoretically. Such systems have not been realized 

experimentally, but could be within reach in a few years, given the rapid progress in 

the precise fabrication of Janus particles. We investigated structure formation in 

binary dipolar fluids through molecular dynamics simulations. Here we report two 

remarkable new soft matter structures – both bicontinuous gels formed from mixtures 

of dipolar colloid particles of different sizes and different dipole moments. Such 

bicontinuous gels should have highly tunable elasticity and pore size which can be 

manipulated by varying the size ratio and the dipole moment ratio of the colloidal 

particles. The propensity of the dipolar particles to gel even at very low volume 

fractions can be attributed to the formation of dipolar chains by particles. A further 

important aspect of the gelation process is the coarsening of the gel into thicker 

strands separated by large pores at low temperatures. This implies that the porosity, 

permeability, and mechanical stability of dipolar self-assembled bicontinuous gels 

can be controlled by tuning the interactions and temperature. 

We have been engaged in a computational study aimed at elucidating the types of 

structures that could be formed when dipolar colloids self assemble.  Motivation for 

this study is our desire to help experimentalists decide which of the many possible 

structures formed would be worth pursuing for advanced applications; experimental 
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study of the multitude of possible structures is not practical. In previous work we 

focused our attention on monodisperse systems of dipolar colloids.  Discontinuous 

molecular dynamics [37] (DMD)  simulations were performed in the canonical 

ensemble on systems containing 1372  particles in a cubic cell with periodic boundary 

conditions. DMD is a very rapid alternative to traditional molecular dynamics in 

which the forces on the particles are calculated only when discontinuities in the 

potential are encountered. Interactions between dipolar particles were modeled using 

a discontinuous potential that retains the directional features of the forces responsible 

for self-assembly of dipolar colloid particles but is not so detailed that the simulations 

become too computationally intensive. The dipolar particle was modeled as a hard 

sphere with two oppositely charged small spheres embedded in it. The interactions 

between the like charge spheres were modeled using a three-step square shoulder 

repulsive potential and the interactions between the unlike charge spheres were 

modeled using a three-step square well attractive potential as shown in Figure 4.1(a).  

A more detailed description of the discontinuous dipole-dipole potential model is 

given in the methods section. Snapshots from our simulations at low volume fractions 

showing a gel structure and at high volume fractions showing an ordered hexagonal 

close-packed (HCP) structure are shown in Figures 4.1(b) and 4.1(c) respectively. 

 In this chapter we extend our previous study to a description of gelation in 

equimolar binary mixtures of dipolar colloids differing in size and dipole moment. 

Gelation here (and in our previous work) is defined to occur when the string fluid 

(short chains that form as the colloidal particles line up head-to-tail under the 

influence of the dipolar interaction) “percolates”, creating a network of cross-linked 

chains that spans the simulation box. The percolation transition occurs at a fixed 

volume fraction as the temperature is lowered below, TФ, the percolation temperature. 
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)1/,85.0/( =

4.2   Results and Discussion 

 Simulations are performed on equimolar binary mixtures of dipolar colloid 

particles with two different parameter sets = baba σ μ μσ  and 

)5.0/,1/( == baba μμσσ  where iσ , and iμ  are the diameter and dipole moment of 

colloidal particle i respectively, (i is species a or b). Each simulation was started from 

a random initial configuration generated at high temperature and annealed at an 

extremely slow rate of cooling to minimize kinetic trapping and to obtain the 

thermodynamically most stable structure. The techniques used to calculate the various 

phase boundaries are described in the methods section. The phase diagrams at these 

two different state points are plotted in the inverse temperature - volume fraction 

plane in Figure 4.2(a) and 4.2(b). 

When the dipole moments are the same but the particle sizes are different

/( ba )1/,85.0 == ba μμσσ , we ob

/ 0.85a b

serve fluid, string-fluid and gel phases at low 

volume fractions. At high volume fractions we find coexisting solid phases including 

FCCa + FCCb, FCCa + HCPb, HCPa + HCPb, BCTa + BCTb, where by FCCa we 

designate a face centered cubic structure formed by dipolar colloid particles of 

species a, etc. An important difference between this phase diagram and that for 

monodisperse systems is that the disordered phases are now mixtures and the ordered 

phases are now two-phase regions containing single component structures.  The latter 

behavior is not unexpected since binary mixtures of hard spheres with size ratios 

σ σ =

1, / 0.5)a b a b

 are known to demix in the solid phase [38-41]. 

More interesting behavior is observed for the case when the particles have the 

same size but different dipole moment ( /σ σ μ μ= = . Here we find 

numerous regimes with coexisting phases including FCCa + HCPb, HCPa + HCPb, 

BCTa + BCTb, Fluida + String-fluidb, Fluida + Gelb, String- Fluida + Gelb, Gela + 
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BCTb, BCTa + BCTb + large voids, where, e.g., Gela designates a percolated network 

of cross-linked chains formed by dipolar colloid particles of species a.  

Even more interesting is the difference between the gel phases formed in the two 

cases. When the dipole moments are the same but the particle sizes are different, the 

cross-linked chains that form the gel network contain both large particles and small 

particles arranged in random sequence along the chain.  When the dipole moments are 

different and the particle sizes are the same, the gel phase consists of two 

interpenetrating networks one formed by chains of particles with high dipole 

moment and the other formed by chains of particles with low dipole moment. This is 

a consequence of the slow cooling pathway taken in our simulations to get to the 

reduced temperature at which the gel phase appears.  At high temperatures, since the 

a particles have lower dipole moment than the b particles, the b particles self-

assemble while the a particles remain randomly dispersed. As the temperature 

decreases, the dipole moment of species a becomes sufficiently strong to cause them 

to self-assemble into chains within the network formed by the b particles. Hence the 

gel phase consists of two interpenetrating networks

−

−one formed by chains of 

particles with high dipole moment and the other formed by chains of particles with 

low dipole moment. 

Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) show snapshots from the simulations of equimolar 

binary mixtures of dipolar colloids of slightly different size ( / 0.85)a bσ σ =  but the 

same dipole moment. Since the gels in Figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) have the same dipole 

moment and hence the same percolation temperature, they form a single percolated 

network consisting of small chain fragments from either type of particle. The 

blockiness of the sequences obtained depends on the rate of cooling with random 

distributions (Figure 4.3(a)) for fast cooling and blocky distributions (Figure 4.3(b)) 

for slow cooling.  Figures 4.3(c) and 4.3(d) show snapshots from the simulations of 

equimolar binary mixtures of dipolar colloids with the same diameter but different 
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( / 0.5)a bμ μ =dipole moments  at a temperature below the percolation temperature of 

the less dipolar colloid.  There are two different percolation temperatures, TФ,high and 

TФ,low, for the two different types of particles.  Figure 4.3 (c) depicts the  bicontinuous 

gel, which contains two  intertwining  independent networks of cross-linked chains, 

one  formed by particles with high dipole moment and the other  formed by particles 

with low dipole moment. These gels can be expected to melt at two different 

temperatures upon heating, with the network formed from particles with the lower 

dipole moment melting first. Such materials may have unique rheological properties 

such as multiple yield stresses and multiple dissolution temperatures. At temperatures 

lower than TФ,low , the  particles with high dipole moment assemble in body-centered-

tetragonal (BCT) crystals while particles with low dipole moment assemble in a co-

existing continuous gel phase as shown in Figure 4.3(d). 

Other interesting structures can be formed when one of the particles is much 

smaller than the other. In this case it is appropriate to supplement the dipolar 

interactions by a  van der Waals attraction, since van der Waals forces  can become 

important for mixtures of small and large particles. We modeled the dipolar fluid with  

isotropic van der Waals interaction,  the so-called  Stockmayer fluid,  using a  three-

step discontinuous dipole-dipole potential model [27] plus an  isotropic square well 

potential to account for the van der Waals interactions between particles. DMD 

simulations were performed on an equimolar binary mixture of large particles with 

high dipole moment and small particles with low dipole moment 

( / 0.1, / 0.1)a b a bσ σ μ μ= = . Snapshots from these simulations are shown in Figure 

4.4. All particles are completely dissociated at T > TФ,high and volume fraction, η = 

0.25 (Figure 4.4a). As the system is quenched slowly,  the large particles with high 

dipole moment form a network of chains at temperatures between TФ,high and TФ,low, 

while the smaller particles with low dipole moment remain dissociate  (Figure 4.4b). 

When the temperature of the system drops below TФ,low , the smaller particles wrap 

around the networked chains formed by the  larger particles driven by van der Waals 
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attractions to the chains and dipolar attractions to each other (Figure 4.4c). Thus, such 

mixtures could assemble into new kinds of amorphous soft-solid materials with the 

larger particles forming a network of cross-linked chains and the smaller particles 

assembling into a sheath around these chains. 

4.3   Summary 

The relatively simple systems studied here assemble into new and interesting 

structures with potentially rich functionalities that have not been realized previously 

in engineered materials. Materials such as the bicontinuous gel in Figure 4.3c should 

have unusual rheological properties with two yield stresses. The electrical and heat 

transport properties of such materials could be even more interesting, as, for example, 

one of the networks could carry electric current while the other could serve to assure 

mechanical rigidity. The core-sheath strands of the gel in Figure 4.4c could serve as 

precursors for structures with advanced catalytic, optical and electric properties. 

Multiple potential applications could be suggested for the composites presented in 

Figure 4.3b and 4.3d; these structures are only a minor subset of the possible phases 

listed in Figure 4.2. DMD simulation can easily be extended to more complex 

systems, revealing potential experimental routes to other classes of new materials.   

The advantage of the discontinuous potential model used here is that it allows for 

rapid evaluation of the possibilities for using dipolar colloidal particles in advanced 

materials applications. This potential, which is in effect a potential of mean force 

since the solvent is modeled implicitly, well approximates the short-ranged 

orientational interactions which are responsible for the head-to-tail alignment 

underlying the formation of linear or branched structures. The disadvantages of this 

modeling procedure are that multibody effects are not considered and long range 

forces are neglected. Long ranged electrostatic interactions, which play an important 

role in vacuum, are not explicitly accounted for, however, these interactions are 
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screened in a high dielectric solvent. 

 In summary, we presented results of simulations showing formation of self-

assembled bicontinuous gels with dipolar colloid particles. These gels are formed by 

following a kinetic pathway in which a binary mixture of colloidal particles 

undergoes a temperature quench. Our results suggest that self-assembly of mixtures 

of dipolar and "Janus" particles can lead to the creation of new classes of gels with 

unique and tunable physical properties. These gels could be precursors to even more 

interesting "smart soft materials," as one or both types of particles could change their 

charge magnitude and distribution as a function of the pH, electrolyte concentration 

or presence of specific (bio)molecules.  

4.4   Model and Simulation Methods 

The dipolar particles are modeled as hard spheres with one positively charged and 

one negatively charged small sphere embedded in it. The interaction between like 

charges are modeled using a three-step square shoulder repulsive potential and the 

interactions between the unlike charges are modeled using a three-step square well 

attractive potential. The dipole-dipole discontinuous potential is chosen to match 

standard expressions for the interaction energies, 

3 5

1 3( ) ( )( )ab a b a ab a abU r r
r r

μ μ μ μ
→ → → → → →

= ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅  between dipolar particles a and b when they are 

in certain configurations. 

The magnitude of the well depths and shoulder heights between small charged 

spheres on particles a and  b is given by 1
abε 2

abε 3
abε =2.0,  = 1.5,  = 0.33 and the 

widths of these square shoulder and square well interactions are λ1 = 0.5, λ2 = 

1.887,and  λ3 = 2.333 . The overall reduced density of the system is defined as 

( ) ( )* 3 3/ /a a b bN V N Vσ σ= + , where V is the box volume, Na and Nb are the ρ
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3

number of a and b particles, respectively. The volume fraction of the particles is 

defined as * 3/ 6 ( / 6 )( )a a b bV N Nη πρ π σ σ= = +

1* /B abT k T

. The reduced temperature is 

defined as ε= Bk

1/ 2( / )bk T m

, where  is the Boltzmann constant and T  is the 

temperature.  

 Stockmayer particles are modeled using the  three-step discontinuous dipole-

dipole potential model described above plus an isotropic square well potential of 

depth  ε = 1.0  and width λ = 1.5  to account for the van der Waals interactions 

between particles.  Time is measured in terms of the reduced time t*, which is defined 

as  with t the simulation time and * /t t σ= σ  and m the particle diameter 

and mass, respectively. Each simulation starts from a random initial configuration 

which is relaxed for a fixed amount of time at a high temperature, T * 5=  
(equivalent to zero dipole moment) to ensure that the initial configuration is 

sufficiently random. Then the desired temperature is set and the simulation is started. 

The cooling rate,  is set to 0.1 for fast quenching and 0.001 for very slow 

cooling. Phase boundaries are determined as described in ref. 27 by calculating:  

three-dimensional bond order parameters to detect crystalline phases, the dependence 

of the average chain length on volume fraction to detect the transition between a fluid 

and a string-fluid, and the cluster size distribution at different volume fractions and 

reduced temperatures to detect the percolation transition between the string-fluid and 

gel phases. 

* */T tΔ Δ
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Figure 4.2. Phase diagrams for equimolar binary system of dipolar colloid particles 

 

4.6 Figures 

Figure 4.1. (a) Dipole-dipole interaction potential model. Each sphere represents a 

dipolar particle modeled by means of two oppositely charged small 

spheres embedded in it. Spheres of same color repel each other. Spheres 

of different color attract each other. (b) and (c) are snapshots of the 

arrangement of monodisperse dipolar particles in gel structure and HCP 

crystal ......................................................................................................99 

in the volume fraction–inverse temperature plane at (a) 

/ 0 .8 5, / 1 .0a b a bσ σ μ μ= = (b)

/ 1 .0 , / 0 .5a b a bσ σ μ μ= =  .....................................................100 

 dipolar colloid particles showing Figure 4.3. Snapshots of binary mixture of

percolated network of cross-linked chains (gel): (a) red and blue 

Figure 4.4. 

TФ,low<T<TФ,high ;  (c)  T<TФ,low. The additional van der Waals 

particles of slightly different size but same dipole moment arranged 

randomly in chains when system is quenched fast; (b) red and blue 

particles of slightly different size but same dipole moment arranged in 

blocks in chains when system is quenched slowly; (c) red and blue 

particles of same size but different dipole moment arranged in 

interpenetrating network; (d) blue particles (less dipolar) arranged in gel 

and red particles (highly dipolar) arranged in body-centered-tetragonal 

crystal structure .....................................................................................101 

Snapshots of the structures formed by binary mixture of dipolar colloid 

particles at three different temperatures: (a) T>TФ,high ; (b) 
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component caused the particles to form a gel of complex core-sheet 
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Figure 4.1 (a) Dipole-dipole interaction potential model. Each sphere represents a 

dipolar particle modeled by means of two oppositely charged small spheres 

embedded in it. Spheres of same color repel each other. Spheres of different color 

attract each other. (b) and (c) are snapshots of the arrangement of monodisperse 

dipolar particles in gel structure and HCP crystal. 

(a)

(b) (c)
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Figure 4.2 Phase diagrams for equimolar binary system of dipolar colloid particles in 

the volume fraction–inverse temperature plane at (a) 

σ σ μ μ= = / 1 .0, / 0 .5a b a b (b) σ σ μ μ= = .                       
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Figure 4.3 Snapshots of binary mixture of dipolar colloid particles showing 

percolated network of cross-linked chains (gel): (a) red and blue particles of slightly 

different size but same dipole moment arranged randomly in chains when system is 

quenched fast; (b) red and blue particles of slightly different size but same dipole 

moment arranged in blocks in chains when system is quenched slowly; (c) red and 

blue particles of same size but different dipole moment arranged in interpenetrating 

network; (d) blue particles (less dipolar) arranged in gel and red particles (highly 

dipolar) arranged in body-centered-tetragonal crystal structure. 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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(a) (b)

(c)

 

Figure 4.4 Snapshots of the structures formed by binary mixture of dipolar colloid 

particles at three different temperatures: (a) T>TФ,high ; (b) TФ,low<T<TФ,high ; (c) 

T<TФ,low. The additional van der Waals component caused the particles to form a gel 

of complex core-sheet morphology.  
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Chapter 5 
 

Computer Simulation Studies of Aggregation in 

Quadrupolar Colloid Particles  

 

5.1   Introduction 

The quest to discover nanostructures with novel properties has spurred research 

into the self-assembly of anisotropically interacting particles [1-6]. Self-assembly 

provides a route for “bottom up” fabrication of interesting nanoscale and mesoscale 

structures [7-11]. Colloidal particles with anisotropic interactions (dipolar or 

quadrupolar) that self-assemble into pre-defined microstructures have the potential to 

serve as the foundation for a new generation of micro- and nano-structures of 

remarkable complexity and precision [12-19]. The type of structure observed is 

ultimately governed by the energetic interactions between the particles [20-24]. The 

question arises as to what structures are favored by what interactions, and how to 

chose interactions to produce a particular target structure. The scientific community’s 

desire to provide definitive answers to these questions is growing stronger as new 

methods for exerting control over the shape and nature of the interactions between 

molecular and colloidal building blocks are developed [25-29]. The motivation for 

seeking deeper understanding in these areas is, of course, the desire to design novel 

materials and supramolecular structures with unusual and useful properties.  
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Computational researchers have been trying to understand the principles of self-

assembly with a view towards learning how to harness it for the creation of new 

nanostructures. As pointed out by many authors, inspiration for this idea comes from 

the vast array of self-assembled structures that we observe in living matter including 

pseudo one-dimensional filaments, two-dimensional membranes, tube-like channels 

and pores, and shell-like capsules. The most likely candidates for self-assembled 

nanostructures are those based on non-spherical particles or anisotropically 

interacting particles [30-32]. Although kinetic considerations are crucial for 

successful self-assembly, the most important requirements for target structures are 

that they be energetically stable and kinetically accessible. The logical starting point 

is therefore to design building blocks with attractive and/or repulsive sites in 

geometries which are compatible with target structures. Three dimensional structures, 

such as crystals, percolated gels, sheets, as well as discrete objects, such as tubes, 

could be produced this way. 

Anisotropic interacting particles are ideal building blocks for the assembly of 

long-ranged ordered structures with novel properties [33-39]. For example, dipolar 

colloidal particles, having one positive and one negative charge, tend to form chains 

in which dipoles align head to toe [40, 41]. Quadrupolar colloidal particles, having 

two positive and two negative charges, tend to self-assemble in two-dimensional 

sheet-like structures or tubular structures, depending on the orientation and location 

of charges in a particle [31]. Figure 5.1 shows the orientation of charges in two types 

of quadrupolar particles – linear and square. Linear quadrupolar particles form in-

plane “T” configurations as shown in Figure 5.2(a) while square quadrupolar particles 

form in-plane “X” configurations as shown in Figure 5.2(b). Both configurations are 

long-ranged 2-D stable sheet structures favored by their negative interaction energy.  

In our previous chapters we described simulations−based investigations of the 

types of phases and structures that might be exhibited by monodisperse and binary 
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systems of dipolar colloidal particles [42]. Dipolar particles, having continuous 

rotational symmetry about the dipolar axis, give rise to chain formation, since the 

head-to-tail arrangement of two dipoles is low in energy and mechanically stable. 

Here we extend our previous study to a system of particles having twofold discrete 

rotational symmetry, square-quadrupolar colloidal particles. These particles self-

assemble into undulating sheet-like structures and tubes, preserving the rotational 

symmetries of the particles within the sheet structures. The motivation for this study 

is our desire to help experimentalists decide which of the many possible structures 

formed by polar colloidal particles are worth pursuing for advanced applications. We 

use computer simulation to explore the formation and structure of a system of square-

quadrupolar colloid particles immersed in a high-dielectric solvent.  

A number of theoretical and simulation-based papers have contributed to our 

understanding of the structural properties of quadrupolar fluids [43-61]. Gross et al. 

developed an equation of state for linear quadrupolar interactions using third-order 

perturbation theory [54]. They applied this to the calculation of phase equilibria for 

strongly quadrupolar molecules, e.g. carbon dioxide, and compared this with the case 

in which quadrupole interactions are not accounted for. Skarabot et al. presented a 

theoretical treatment of linear-quadrupolar interactions in colloidal nematic liquid 

crystals [55]. They predicted the formation of relatively stable two-dimensional 

colloidal crystals which was in qualitative agreement with the predictions of Landau-

de Gennes theory. Mognetti et al. have developed an approximate isotropic 

quadrupolar potential to determine the phase behavior of linear-quadrupolar fluids 

[56]. They compared the liquid-vapor coexistence curve obtained from two models. 

The first model is an isotropic quadrupolar interaction model; this is an approximate 

version of the second model, an anisotropic point quadrupolar interaction model. 

They found discrepancies of the order of only 4% between the two models for the 

case of carbon dioxide. Vega et al. have investigated the effect of the quadrupole 

moment on the phase diagram of linear molecules [57]. They found that including the 
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quadrupole moment increased the critical temperature, pressure and density of the 

fluid beyond that of the model without a quadrupole and that it led to deviation from 

the principle of corresponding states. Benavides et al. calculated vapor-liquid 

equilibrium using Gibbs ensemble simulations for a system comprising square well 

plus a point linear quadrupole interaction [58, 59].  

Interestingly, most of the studies of quadrupolar fluids have been restricted to 

linear quadrupoles corresponding to θ = 0  and 180  as in Figure 5.1(b) and 5.1(c) 

respectively. Very little attention has been given to the square quadrupole 

corresponding to θ =  as in Figure 5.1(d). Miller et al. have investigated the 

influence of square-quadrupolar interactions on the structures formed by adding a 

point quadrupole of variable strength to the Lennard-Jones potential [60]. Their 

calculations of the global potential energy minima using Monte Carlo simulations 

showed that the competition between isotropic attractive forces and highly directional 

quadrupole-quadrupole interactions gives rise to a wide variety of structural motifs 

including sheets, tubes, shells and star-like structures. Van Workum and Douglas 

have investigated the self-assembly of multipolar particles with a view toward 

synthetically creating prescribed structures [61]. They extended the Stockmayer 

potential (point-dipole plus Lennard-Jones potential) to include higher multipoles, i.e. 

a Lennard-Jones potential plus a point multipole. They showed that while Stockmayer 

particles give rise to chain formation, Stockmayer plus multipole particles (square 

quadrupole or triangular ring of dipoles or hexapole) self-assemble into open sheets, 

nanotubes and hollow icosahedral geometries.   

° °

In this chapter, we employ simulation to investigate the structures formed by self-

assembly of systems of square-quadrupolar colloid particles immersed in a high 

dielectric solvent. Interactions between dipolar particles are modeled using a 

discontinuous potential that retains the directional features of the forces responsible 

for self-assembly of quadrupolar colloid particles in high dielectric solvent but is not 
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so detailed that the simulations become too computationally intensive. This potential, 

which is actually a potential of mean force since the solvent is modelled implicitly, 

well approximates the short-ranged orientational interactions which dominate the 

structure formation. Long-ranged electrostatic interactions, which play an important 

role in vacuum, are not explicitly accounted for since these interactions are screened 

in a high dielectric solvent. Simulations of the self-assembly of these model particles 

are performed using discontinuous molecular dynamics (DMD), a very rapid 

alternative to traditional molecular dynamics (MD), in which the forces on the 

particles are calculated only when discontinuities in the potential are encountered.  

5.2   Model and Simulation Methods 

The quadrupolar particle is modeled as a hard sphere with two positively 

charged and two negatively charged small spheres embedded in it as shown in Figure 

5.3(a). The interactions between like charges are modeled using a three-step square 

shoulder repulsive potential and the interactions between unlike charges are modeled 

using a three-step square well attractive potential as shown in Figure 5.3(b). The 

dashed lines in Figure 5.3(a) represent the widths of the square shoulder and the 

square well.  

The hard-sphere (U ), three-step square shoulder (U ) and three-step square 

well (U ) potentials are as follow  

1,
( )

r
U r

σ
σ

∞ ≤⎧
= ⎨ >⎩
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where r1 is the distance between colloidal particles, r2 is the distance between 

embedded charged small spheres, σ is the colloidal particle diameter, σ1=0.3σ is the 

diameter of the small charged sphere, 12a σ=  is the separation between two 

oppositely charged small spheres on the same colloidal particle, 0.6σ is the separation 

between two identically charged small spheres on the same colloidal particle.  The ε1, 

ε2 and ε3 are the interaction energies between charged spheres and the λ1, λ2 and λ3 are 

the widths of the square shoulder and square well. We chose a reference interaction 

strength of * 2 / 4 oQ 5ε πε εσ=

1 1*

 and will refer to the reduced parameters for the 

interaction strengths as / *ε ε ε= , 2 2* / *ε ε ε=  and 3 3* / *ε ε ε= . The magnitude of the 

quadrupole strength is defined as Q the dielectric constant of the solvent is 2qa= , ε

an
3 / 6Nη π σ=

d the magnitude of each charge is q. The system volume fraction is defined as 

, where V is the box volume and N is the number of colloid particles in 

the system. The reduced temperature is defined as T k

V

* / *BT ε= , where Bk

T

 is the 

Boltzmann constant and  is the temperature.  

The standard expressions for point-quadrupole interaction energies between 

two linear- and two square- quadrupolar colloid particles i and j, separated by Rij, 
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QQ

square
QQU , respectively are as follow [62]  given by U and 

( ) ( )
5

2* 2 2 2 23( ; , ) 1 5 15 2( 5 )linearU R i j Q r r r r c r rσ⎛ ⎞ 2

4QQ ij iz jz iz jz zz iz jz
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                  (2) 

where  is the vector linking the centers of mass of the two quadrupolar colloid 

particles i and j. The parameter  is the reduced quadrupole 

moment of a colloidal particle, 

ijR

* /(4 )oQ Q πε εσ= / 2

ˆ .i ij
i

e R
r

ijR
α

α = , 
ˆ .j ij

j

e R
r

ijR
α

α =  and ˆ ˆ.i jc e eαβ α β=  (α  and β  

refer to the x, y, or z direction).  îeα  is the unit vector in the α  direction.  

The potential energy of the configurations of quadrupolar particles shown in 

Figure 5.4 is calculated using the standard expression for the interaction energy, 
square
QQU . The quadrupole-quadrupole discontinuous potential is then chosen so that the 

potential energy of these configurations is the same using either the continuous 

potential (eqn. 2) or the discontinuous potential. Three configurations are used 

because three equations are required to be solved for *
1ε , *

2ε  and *
3ε . The values of 

the square-shoulder and the square-well width parameters are 1λ = 0.500, 2λ = 1.593, 

3λ = 2.333 and the values of the interaction energy parameters are *
1ε = 2.000, *

2ε = 

0.667, *
3ε = 0.333. 
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The Simulations are performed using the discontinuous molecular dynamics 

simulation algorithm [63], which is an extremely fast alternative to traditional 

molecular dynamics and is applicable to systems of colloid particles interacting via 

discontinuous potentials, e.g. hard sphere, square-shoulder and square-well potentials. 

Unlike soft potentials such as the Lennard-Jones potential or continuous quadrupole-

quadrupole potential, discontinuous potentials exert forces only when particles 

collide, enabling the exact (as opposed to numerical) solution of the collision 

dynamics. DMD simulations proceed in the following fashion. The initial positions of 

the quadrupolar particles are assigned at random so long as they do not violate any of 

the size constraints or assigned bond lengths and angles. The initial velocities are 

chosen at random from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at a fixed reduced 

temperature . The simulation proceeds according to the following schedule: 

identify the first event, move forward in time until that event occurs, calculate new 

velocities for the pair of spheres involved in the event, find the second event and so 

on. The types of events considered include  excluded volume events, bond events, and 

square well quadrupolar attraction events and square shoulder quadrupolar repulsion 

events. An excluded volume event occurs when the surfaces of the two hard spheres 

collide and repel each other. A bond event occurs via hard sphere repulsion when two 

charges on the same particle attempt to move outside of their bond length. Square 

well events include well capture, well bounce, and well dissociation collisions when a 

sphere enters, attempts to leave, or leaves the square well of another sphere. Square 

shoulder events include shoulder association, shoulder bounce, and shoulder 

dissociation collisions when a sphere enters, attempts to enter, or leaves the square 

shoulder of another sphere.  

To simulate chains of spheres effectively, Rapaport introduced bonds between 

spheres by limiting the distance between adjacent beads to be between σ and σ(1+δ), 

where δ is the bond extension parameter [64]. Later, Bellemans modified this model 

so that the distance between adjacent spheres must lie between σ(1-δ/2) and σ(1+δ/2) 
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which makes the average bond length equal to σ [65]. We used the Bellemans model 

in our simulations to ensure that the dipole always passes through the centre of the 

colloid particle. The value of δ in our simulations is 0.04. In our model of 

quadrupolar colloid particles, the distance between the centre of the colloid particle 

and the centre of the charged sphere embedded within the particle is restricted to be 

between 1(1 )σ δ−  and 1(1 )σ δ+  . The distance between the two identically charged 

spheres is restricted to be between 12 (1 )σ δ−  and 12 (1 )σ δ+ and the distance between 

the two oppositely charged spheres is restricted to be between 12 (1 )σ δ−  and 

12 (1 )σ δ+ . This method is used in our simulations to ensure that the particle has a 

square-quadrupole moment with θ = 90 (see Figure 5.1(a)), a separation between 

opposite charges of 12a σ=  and a separation between identical charges of

1a2 2σ= . 

1/2* / ( / )bt t k T mσ=

Simulations are performed in the canonical ensemble, which means that the 

number of particles, volume, and temperature are held constant. A constant number of 

particles and volume is achieved by creating a virtual three-dimensional box for the 

simulation and allowing the model quadrupolar particles to move within that box. 

Periodic boundary conditions are used to eliminate artifacts due to simulation box 

walls. Constant temperature is achieved by implementing Anderson’s stochastic 

collision method which involves stochastic interactions of the system particles with 

imaginary constant-temperature heat bath particles [66]. We assume that the system is 

immersed in a constant-temperature heat bath containing imaginary “ghost” particles. 

The ghost particles stabilize the system temperature by colliding with the system 

particles, resulting in the reassignment of particle velocities according to a Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution about the required temperature. Time is measured in terms of 

the reduced time t*, which is defined as  with t the simulation time 

and σ  and m the particle diameter and mass, respectively. Since DMD simulations 
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are collision-driven, rather than time-driven, and the solvent is modeled implicitly, it 

is difficult to correlate collision times with real time. Thus, when comparing our 

results as a function of time, we use only reduced simulation time.  

Although simulations were conducted on systems containing 500, 864, 1372 and 

2000 quadrupolar particles, we focus most of our analysis on the 864-particle system. 

Each simulation starts from a random initial configuration generated by growing the 

required number of particles in the simulation box, and then relaxing the system for a 

fixed amount of time at a high temperature, * 5T = (equivalent to zero quadrupole 

moment) to ensure that the initial configuration is sufficiently random. At this point, 

the temperature is set to T * 2= and the equilibration phase of the simulation is 

started. After a long period of time (see below) the temperature is reduced in a 

stepwise fashion to 1.95, 1.90, 1.85 etc. This procedure of decreasing the temperature 

in steps is repeated until the temperature of interest is reached. To determine the 

simulation time at each cooling step of the simulation, we divide the total simulation 

time at each T* value into four equal parts and stop the run to switch to lower 

temperature only if the ensemble averages of the last three quarters of the run are 

within 2.5% of one another. The idea here is to get the system to reach a true 

equilibrium state. The simulations are performed at a very slow rate of cooling to 

minimize kinetic trapping and to obtain the thermodynamically most stable structure. 

Each simulation takes between 45 hr for 20 billion events at low temperature, T* = 

0.05 and 135 hr at T* = 2.0 for 60 billion events on a single processor of an AMD 

Opteron™ 246 work station.    

5.3   Results and Discussion 

In this section we describe the results of the simulations performed on systems of 

colloidal particles with square-quadrupole moments. Figure 5.5 shows a 

representative sheet-like structure that spontaneously organizes at low volume 
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fractions (η = 0.1) and low temperatures (T* = 0.05). The discrete rotational 

symmetry of the square-quadrupolar particles gives rise to an extended two-

dimensional undulating sheet that preserves the local symmetry within the organized 

structure. We observe that the dipoles comprising the quadrupole exhibit a strong 

tendency to form four member rings within the sheet (see Figure 5.5(c)). Thus the 

self-assembly of square quadrupolar particles is driven by directional interactions and 

the preservation of local symmetries in the single particle potential. The self-assembly 

process leads to structures with non-trivial topology depending on system conditions. 

At higher volume fractions, we see the formation of multiple stacked sheets almost 

parallel to each other. Figure 5.6 shows snapshots of sheets self-assembled by square 

quadrupolar particles at volume fraction, η = 0.4 and temperature, T* = 0.05. Our 

results are in qualitative agreement with the observations by Douglas and Van 

Workum [20, 61, 67] of the formation of sheets in Monte Carlo simulations of square-

quadrupolar fluids. They also predicted that self-assembled sheets have a tendency to 

roll up in one direction to form nanotubes, but in our simulations the sheets do not do 

this even after very long times. This could be due to the fact that our three-step 

discontinuous potential does not account for long ranged electrostatic interactions, 

which may be responsible for the formation of nanotubes.  

One expects that the local symmetry of the self-assembled sheets will be encoded 

in the angle θ. For example, the rectangular local symmetry of sheet-like structures is 

encoded in the square-quadrupolar potential corresponding to θ = 90  as in Figure 

5.1(d). If we change the angle θ from  to , an angle intermediate between the 

square and linear quadrupoles, it destroys the local rotational symmetry and makes it 

more difficult for the particles to form the types of sheets shown in Figure 5.5 and 

Figure 5.6. Hence, the symmetry of the interaction potential must be consistent with 

allowable structures to form. This suggested to us that particles with displaced 

quadrupole moments could, because of their unique symmetry, form tubular 

structures. Such a system has not been realized experimentally, but could be within 
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experimental reach in a few years given the rapid progress in the precise fabrication 

of “Janus” particles.  

We displace the two identically charged spheres by an angle Ψ as shown in Figure 

5.7. The angle of displacement Ψ is equal to 180  for the case of perfect square 

quadrupolar particles that we have discussed so far. Here we consider the case when 

Ψ is less than 180 ; the two charges that have not been displaced will still have a 

tendency to form sheet structures, but the two charges that have been displaced will 

now have a tendency to roll up into rings. This leads to the formation of tubular 

structures. We observe such structures in our simulations of colloid particles with 

displaced quadrupolar moment. The diameter of the tubes depends on the angle of the 

displacement Ψ; as Ψ decreases the diameter of tube also decreases and as Ψ 

increases to 180  the diameter of the tube increases to infinity, the open sheet 

observed in the case of square quadrupolar particles. Figure 5.8 shows snapshots of 

simulations of colloidal particles with displaced quadrupole moment showing the 

formation of tubular structures. 

°

°

The formation of the tubes in our simulations involves a process in which the 

appearance of curved sheets precedes the appearance of multiple small tubular 

fragments which then stick together to form a single tube. Figure 5.9 shows snapshots 

of the self-assembly process taken at various reduced times, t*, during the simulation 

of displaced quadrupolar particles at volume fraction, η = 0.1 when the angle of 

displacement is Ψ = 17 . Starting in a random configuration at reduced time, t* = 

0 (not shown), the system is quenched at a very slow rate of cooling from 

temperature, T* = 2.0 to T* = 0.05. The particles begin to form small curved sheets 

almost immediately. These curved sheets have grown by t* = 20.2 (Figure 5.9 Top 

Left) and have self-assembled into multiple tubular fragments by t* = 35.7 (Figure 5.9 

Top Center). Two of these small tubes fuse together by t* = 48.5 (Figure 5.9 Top 

Right) into one big tube. By t* =96.4 (Figure 5.9 Bottom Center) all the small tubular 
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fragments have joined into a single nanotube. Even after a long equilibration time, t* 

= 198.6 (Figure 5.9 Bottom Right), the tubular structure remains stable and grows by 

adding more particles to the ends of the tube.  

The self-assembly process just described exhibits a sequence of events that is 

typical of many of our simulations at different values of particle volume fraction, η 

and angle of displacement, Ψ. The value of Ψ can be set according to the desired 

diameter of tube; 
21

D
σ 180ψ

π
⎛ ⎞≈ − ×⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

, where D is the diameter of tube. The length of 

the tube, 1
2 18

NL
0

σ ψ⎛ ⎞≈ × −⎜
⎝ ⎠

⎟ , depends on the number of particles in the system, N 

and the angle of displacement, Ψ. Hence both the dimensions of the tube, diameter 

and length can be controlled by setting the two parameters, N and Ψ. The diameter 

and length of the tube are calculated as follows. The angle of displacement, Ψ is equal 

to 360180
n

− , where n is the number of particles in one ring of the tube. The 

circumference of the tube is equal to Dπ  which is approximately equal to nσ, where 

σ is the particle diameter. Eliminating n from both equations yields 

21
D
σ 180ψ

π
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⎝ ⎠

. The surface area of a whole tube is equal to LDπ
 
which is 

approximately equal to Nσ2. Solving for L gives 1
2 180

N N
n

σ ψ σ
≈⎟L ⎛ ⎞≈ × −⎜

⎝ ⎠
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. Figure 

5.8 shows snapshots from our simulations of displaced quadrupolar particles with 

tubes of two different diameters and lengths, (D, L) = (20σ, 10σ) and (40σ, 6σ), 

corresponding to (Ψ, N) = (17 , 632) and (17 , 720) respectively. Our 

simulations predict the optimal conditions – angle of displacement, temperature, 

volume fraction and number of particles – in the system for making tubes of precise 

diameter and length using colloidal particles. This could be a new route to the 

formation of high quality nanotubes.  
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5.4   Conclusion 

In summary, we have presented the results of simulations of systems containing 

quadrupolar particles that self-assemble into sheet-like and tubular structures. The 

square-quadrupolar particles formed sheets and the particles with displaced 

quadrupole moment formed tubes. We have explained how the symmetry of the 

orientation and location of the charges influences the geometry of the self-assembled 

structure. This provides a good example of how the local symmetries of the inter-

particle potential encode information about the self-assembled structure. The results 

we have presented on the type of self-assembled structures formed by quadrupolar 

colloid particles are in good agreement with results from simulation- and theory-

based investigations of quadrupolar fluids. Miller et al. predicted the formation of a 

wide variety of structural motifs including sheets, tubes, shells and star-like structures 

due to the highly directional quadrupole-quadrupole interactions [60]. Douglas et al. 

predicted the self-assembly of open sheets, nanotubes and hollow icosahedral 

geometries arising from a multipolar potential (square quadrupole or triangular ring 

of dipoles or hexapole) [61].   

It is important to point out that our model and analysis are subject to a number of 

limitations. This potential, which is actually a potential of mean force since the 

solvent is modelled implicitly, well approximates the short-ranged orientational 

interactions which are primarily responsible for the structure formation. Long ranged 

electrostatic interactions, which play an important role in vacuum, are not explicitly 

accounted for since these interactions are screened in a high dielectric solvent. The 

other limitation is that multibody effects are not considered in our simulations of 

quadrupolar colloid particles. The advantage of the discontinuous potential model 

used here is that it allows for rapid evaluation of the possibilities for using 

quadrupolar colloidal particles in advanced materials applications. The discontinuous 

potential model used here describes quadrupolar particles fairly accurately and can 
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easily be extended to more complex systems like quadrupolar particles with displaced 

quadrupole moment.  
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Figure 5.1 (a) Schematic representation of 

opposite charges equal to a and ma q. (b) and (c) 

Linear quadrupoles corresponding to the limit θ= 0°  and θ=180°  respectively. (d) 

Square quadrupole corresponding to the limit θ=90° .  
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Figure 5.2 Typical arrangements of quadrupolar colloid particles in self-assembled 2-

D sheet structures. (a) linear-quadrupole, (b) square-quadrupole.  
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Figure 5.3 (a) Representation of square-quadrupolar particle. (a) Each particle is 

modeled having four charged (two positive and two negative) small spheres 

embedded in it. (b) Spheres of like charge repel each other. Spheres of unlike charge 

attract each other.  
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Figure 5.4 Quadrupolar interaction energy between particles in different 

configurations. The particles have reduced quadrupole moment, * 5 1/2/ (4 )oQ Q πε εσ=                               

where Q is the quadrupole strength and σ is the diameter.  
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Figure 5.6 Formation of sheets by self-assembly of square-quadrupolar colloid 

particles. (a) Top view (b) Side view.  
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Figure 5.8 Snapshots of two tubular structures of different diameters and lengths 

formed by self-assembly of colloid particles with displaced quadrupole moment.  
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Figure 5.9 (a) Snapshots of the system of colloid particles with displaced quadrupole 

oment at various times during a simulation at volume fraction, η = 0.1 that results in 

e formation of a tube. The system is quenched at a very slow rate of cooling from 

mperature, T* = 2.0 at time, t* = 0 to T* = 0.05 at t* = 198.6.  
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Chapter 6 
 

Conclusions and Future Directions  

 

In this thesis we have used discontinuous molecular dynamics computer 

simulations to explore the self-assembly, structure, crystallization and/or gelation of 

systems of colloid particles with permanent dipole moments or quadrupole moments. 

We have studied five different systems: monodisperse system of dipolar particles, 

binary system of dipolar particles, system of displaced dipolar particles, 

monodisperse system of quadrupolar particles, and system of displaced quadrupolar 

particles.  

We mapped out the phase behavior of a monodisperse system of colloid particles 

with permanent dipoles in the temperature - packing fraction plane using molecular 

dynamics simulation. An interesting aspect of our phase diagram is the appearance of 

a percolated gel phase at intermediate temperatures and nearly all particle volume 

fractions. Our results help establish the optimal conditions for making sensitive 

responsive gels using dipolar colloid particles. The particles that we simulate could be 

used in rapidly-settling gels of low particle volume fractions or in dipolar crystals, 

which are more robust than crystals formed by uniform spheres. The high sensitivity 

of dipolar interactions to the ionic concentration in dispersing media means that gels 

and crystals thus created would be highly responsive to changes in salt, pH, or 

concentration of ionic adsorbing species. This could allow the systems to be gelled 

and un-gelled by adding a small volume of acidic, basic, salt or surfactant solution. A 
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variety of other environmentally-sensitive smart materials could be fabricated from 

such structure-forming suspensions and can be simulated by the procedures presented 

here. 

The phase behavior of binary systems of colloid particles with permanent dipole 

moments immersed in a high dielectric solvent is also mapped out in the temperature 

- volume fraction. Discontinuous molecular dynamics simulations were performed on 

a binary mixture of dipolar hard spheres of particles a and b with different dipole 

moments and different diameters. An interesting aspect of these phase diagrams is the 

appearance of co-crystals containing large and small dipolar colloid particles at 

diameter ratios, σ = /a band dipole moment ratios, σ μ μ =1. Our 

simulations predict the optimal conditions – size ratio, temperature and volume 

fraction for making co-crystals using binary mixture of dipolar colloid particles; this 

may be the route to the formation of high quality colloidal arrays for photonic and 

optoelectronic applications. Even more interesting is the appearance of two 

bicontinuous gels structures. The first gel consists of two independent, but 

interpenetrating, networks of cross-linked chains – one formed by particles with high 

dipole moment and the other formed by particles with low dipole moment. The 

second type of gel consists of a network of cross-linked chains formed by particles 

with high dipole moment, while particles with low dipole moment form a sheath 

around the chains. Such materials may have distinctive rheological properties such as 

multiple yield stresses and multiple melting temperatures. The porosity, permeability 

and mechanical stability of these bicontinuous gels can be controlled by tuning the 

interactions and temperature. The electrical and heat transport properties of such 

materials could be even more interesting, as, for example, one of the networks could 

carry electric current while the other could serve to assure mechanical rigidity. The 

core-sheath strands of the bicontinuous gel presented in chapter 4 could serve as 

precursors for structures with advanced catalytic, optical and electric properties. 

These gels are formed by following a kinetic pathway in which a binary mixture of 
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colloidal particles undergoes a temperature quench. Our results suggest that self-

assembly of mixtures of dipolar and "Janus" particles can lead to the creation of new 

classes of gels with unique and tunable physical properties. These gels could be 

precursors to even more interesting "smart soft materials," as one or both types of 

particles could change their charge magnitude and distribution as a function of the 

pH, electrolyte concentration or presence of specific (bio)molecules. 

We presented results of simulations showing formation of self-assembled sheet 

and tubular structure with quadrupolar colloid particles. In particular, the square-

quadrupolar particles led to the formation of sheet-like structures and particle with 

displaced quadrupole moment lead to the formation of tubes. We have sought to 

understand how the symmetry properties of the orientation and location of charges 

influence the geometrical structure of self-assembly. The self-assembly of sheet-like 

and tubular structures with the quadrupolar colloid particles provides a good example 

of how the local symmetries of the particle potential encode information about the 

self-assembly organization.  

There are many possibilities for future work on self-assembly of dipolar and 

quadrupolar particles including: (1) further refinements of the three-step 

discontinuous potential model for dipole-dipole and quadrupole-quadrupole 

interactions, (2) simulation studies of systems containing explicit solvent molecules 

as well as dipolar or quadrupolar colloid particles to learn how the solvent conditions 

affect the assembly process, (3) study of the effects of solvent ionic strength and 

solute/solvent size-ratio on the structures formed by self-assembly of dipolar and 

quadrupolar colloid particles, and (4) extension of this simulation study of self-

assembly of colloid particles with permanent dipole moment to the colloid particles 

with dipole moment that are induced by an electric field.  

In future, many other systems containing dipolar and quadrupolar colloid 

particles can be studied; for example a binary system consisting of both dipolar and 
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quadrupolar colloids. In our preliminary studies we found by adding quadrupolar 

particles in a system of dipolar particles, the pore size of the gel structure formed can 

be reduced significantly from ten particle diameters to two particle diameters. Hence 

addition of quadrupolar particles can reduce pore size and increase gel porosity. 

Snapshots of the gel structure formed by a monodisperse system of dipolar colloids 

and a binary system of dipolar and quadrupolar colloids and their pore size 

distributions are shown in Figure 6.1.    

One other system that can be studied is a polydisperse system of dipolar colloid 

particles. A number of simplified models of monodisperse and bidisperse dipolar 

systems have been developed and contributed to the understanding of the structural 

properties of dipolar fluids. However, comparison between various models of dipolar 

fluids and experimental data is not direct. Several aspects of real systems are not 

taken into account by these simplified models of dipolar fluids. One of the most 

important aspects is polydispersity. Polydispersity in size and dipole moment 

corresponds to models in which the sizes and dipole moments of different particles 

are distributed in a non-uniform way. Polydisperse models based on Gaussian 

distributions can be studied where size and dipole moment are characterized by an 

average and standard deviation.   
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                        (a)                                                                      (b) 

 

                        (c)                                                                      (d) 
 
Figure 6.1 (a) Snapshot of gel structure formed by monodisperse system of dipolar 

colloid particles. (b) Pore size distribution for the gel structure shown in (a) showing 

average and largest pore size of approximately five and ten particles diameter 

respectively. (c) Snapshot of gel structure formed by binary system of dipolar and 

quadrupolar colloid particles. (d) Pore size distribution for the gel structure shown in 

(c) showing average and largest pore size of approximately one and two particles 

diameter respectively. 
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